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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
Richard B. Russell Federal Building
75 Ted Turner Drive, S.W., Suite 1144
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

ER 15/0552
9043.1
January 29, 2016

Colonel Jon J. Chytka
U.S. Army Corps of Engineer
Mobile District
ATTN: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628
Re:

Comments and Recommendations on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
Department of Defense (DoD), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for Updated
Water Control Manuals for the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin

Dear Colonel Chytka:
The U.S. Department of the Interior (Department) has reviewed the U.S. Army Corps of
Af_af]]jkx )?gjhk* \jY^l RYl]j ?gfljgd HYfmYd )R?H* ^gj l`] =hYdY[`a[gdY-ChattahoocheeFlint (ACF) River Basin projects, draft Water Supply Storage Assessment (WSSA), and draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). We offer the following comments:
Jn]j l`] hYkl 16 q]Yjk+ l`] ?gjhkx j]khgfkaZadalq Yf\ [YhY[alq af e]]laf_ ZjgY\dq jYf_af_
authorities and responsibilities across the entire ACF basin has received numerous challenges.
@mjaf_ l`] ZYkafxk `aklgjq+ l`] hmjhgk]k g^ ?gjhk gh]jYlagfk `Yn] Y\nYf[]\ ^jge ^dgg\ oYl]j
storage, navigation, hydropower generation, and providing local water supply to also including
compliance with state and federal standards, fish & wildlife conservation, outdoor recreation,
additional municipal water supplies, and drought storage during periods of limited natural inflow
[YhY[alq lg [gflafm] lg e]]l l`] ?gjhkx Yml`gjala]k- O`] ?gjhkx afl]_jYl]\ YhhjgY[` lg eYfY_af_
reservoir operations from a basin-wide perspective has allowed multiple objectives to be
achieved throughout the basin during periods requiring a balanced approach.
With this approach in mind, the Department ak l`Yfc^md ^gj l`] ?gjhkx oaddaf_f]kk lg eYc]
science-based adjustments to operations to address conservation concerns associated with listed
species. Specifically, the Department commends the Corps for; (1) investments toward further
research to understand the status and biology of listed and at-risk species (2) investments through
BR?= lg mf\]jklYf\ l`] aehY[lk g^ ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk gf =hYdY[`a[gdY ZYq+ Yf\ (3) continued
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partnership and coordination that have led toward adjustments that allow for improved
conservation, additional fish passage, and potential ESA section 7(a) 1 recovery opportunities.
Because of the many important water-dependent fish and wildlife resources in the ACF basin,
including several species protected under the Endangered Species Act, diadromous fishes, a
National Wildlife Refuge (Eufaula) associated with one of the ACF projects, and significant
recreational fisheries, the Department has invested a great deal of time and effort in ACF water
issues over the past 25 years. We regard our relationship with the Corps on these issues as a
model of outstanding interagency coordination.
The Department's comments on the ACF DEIS are primarily focused on issues raised within the
draft Fish & Wildlife Coordination Act Report (2015). Specifically, these comments are focused
on concerns associated with; 1) process of formulating and evaluating alternatives, 2) ranking
methodology used in evaluating alternatives, 3) performance measures selected to represent
project purposes, and 4) limitations in evaluating basin-wide recreation, climate change forecast,
water quality impacts, and impact to at-risk species that may become listed. Aside from these
issues, the Department accepts the Corps preferred alternative, and continues to offer our
assistance in developing improvements through an adaptive management process.
We offej l`] ^gddgoaf_ [gee]flk lg [gfka\]j af Y\nYf[] g^ l`] ?gjhkx ^afYd \][akagfk lg mh\Yl]
l`] R?H Yf\ Y[l mhgf l`] NlYl] g^ C]gj_aYxk j]im]kl ^gj Y j]Yddg[Ylagf g^ klgjY_] af GYc] GYfa]j
to water supply.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The Corps states in the DEIS that the purpose and need of the proposed action is to determine
how the Corps should operate the federal projects in the ACF Basin for their authorized
purposes, in light of current conditions and applicable law, and to implement those operations
through updated water control plans and manuals. These plans and manuals describe how the
Corps will govern the magnitude, duration, frequency, timing, and rate of change of water
releases from federal dams, which in turn influence the magnitude, duration, frequency, timing,
and rate of change of river flows and reservoir levels in the service of project purposes.
Authorized project purposes include flood risk management, hydropower, navigation, fish and
wildlife conservation, recreation, water quality, and water supply.

A. Updates were made to section 6.4 of the EIS that include a more robust discussion of metrics developed by the
USFWS for the evaluation of fish and wildlife conservation between alternatives.

A

The DEIS describes the process the Corps used to formulate and evaluate alternatives that would
accomplish the purpose and need for action, which resulted in a proposed water management
alternative. The Corps then defined options for addressing GeorgiYxk oYl]j kmhhdq j]im]kl Yf\
evaluated these options with the proposed water management alternative, which resulted in a
Proposed Action Alternative (PAA). The DEIS compares the environmental effects of the PAA
with the No Action Alternative (NAA) to infoje l`] ?gjhkx R?H Yf\ RNN= \][akagfkThe Department has previously shared with the Corps, documented in our draft Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act (FWCA) report that is included in Appendix J of the DEIS, our view that the
PAA has emerged from an alternatives formulation and evaluation process that was transparent,
but perhaps too narrowly focused in terms of management options and overly simplistic. We are
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disappointed that the PAA does not incorporate several of the Departmentxk gh]jYlagfYd
recommendations to protect and enhance fish and wildlife resources, e.g., action-zone specific
releases from Woodruff Dam that would support both seasonal navigation and floodplain
spawning fishes in the Apalachicola River. We are similarly disappointed that the Corps has not
used several metrics that the Department developed and provided to evaluate the performance of
alternatives relative to the fish and wildlife conservation purpose. However, we acknowledge
l`Yl al ak l`] ?gjhkx hj]jg_Ylan] lg Y\ghl gj j]b][l jecommendations from other agencies based on
its authorities, regulations, policies, and informed judgment. With that in mind, the Department
will continue to provide reports and results from ongoing modelling efforts that may be valuable
toward final decisions.
We provide in the following specific comments our constructive criticism of the methods
documented in the DEIS and our reasons for regarding the PAA as acceptable, but not the best
outcome for fish and wildlife conservation in the basin. It is the Departmentxk na]o l`Yl oal`
additional time, a more complete effort would have been beneficial in evaluating fish and
wildlife conservation and other purposes.
The Department recommends that the Corps revise the alternatives formulation and evaluation
process documented in the DEIS to inform its decisions about the WCM update and WSSA. We
are confident that by correcting the shortcomings of the DEIS methodology, the Corps can
develop one or more alternatives that would substantially improve upon current operations for
fish and wildlife conservation and other project purposes. We remain committed to working
with the Corps to develop and support the best possible decision for the WCM update.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Our specific comments are organized by issues, listed below. For each, we define the issue,
explain our concern, and provide a recommendation to remedy our concern. We cite examples
from the DEIS that illustrate our concerns, and we do not limit these to fish and wildlife
conservation, because our issues are problems with the methodology by which the Corps has
developed the PAA considering all authorized project purposes. Our more comprehensive
review of the PAA relative to fish and wildlife conservation is documented in our July, 2015,
Draft FWCA Report, which is included within Volume 3, Appendix J, of the DEIS.
1. Two phases for formulating and evaluating alternatives.
Issue u O`] ?gjhkx \]n]dghe]fl g^ l`] K== ^gj l`] @AEN ak log-phased process that is unusual
for decision making under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In Phase 1,
the Corps formulated and evaluated management alternatives using water supply
withdrawals from Lake Lanier that are currently authorized (20 mgd) and using releases
from Lanier that support water supply withdrawals of 277 mgd from the Chattahoochee
River in Metro Atlanta. The alternative the Corps selected in Phase 1 was carried into
Phase 2, in which the Corps evaluated additional direct withdrawals from Lake Lanier
(up to 297 mgd) and releases to support additional withdrawals from the Chattahoochee
River in Metro Atlanta (up to 408 mgd). Phase 2 also considered the influence of the
proposed Glades Reservoir on water supply and of proposed water treatment

B. The rationale for the two-phased formulation process is explained in section 4 of the draft EIS. The assumption
limiting withdrawals from Lake Lanier to 20 mgd was made to facilitate the comparison of the performance of
the water management alternatives using a consistent baseline condition relatively independent of the influence
of the water supply withdrawals from Lake Lanier under the expired contracts. Additionally, that assumption
aided in determining whether any proposed reallocation would seriously affect the purposes for which the
project was authorized or that would involve major structural or operational changes. Required releases for
water quality control were considered in phase 1 plan formulation. Detailed HEC-5 modeling, however, was not
performed for the phase 1 water management alternatives.

B
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infrastructure in Metro Atlanta on return rates associated with water supply withdrawals.
The end result of Phase 2 is the PAA.
Concern u The water supply levels considered in Phase 1 are less than are currently served with
?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk g^ GYc] GYfa]j- ?mjj]fl oal`\jYoYdk ^jge GYfa]j Yj] YZout 128 mgd;
i.e., 108 mgd greater than the currently authorized 20 mgd used in Phase 1. Although
withdrawals from the Chattahoochee River in Metro Atlanta are about 277 mgd as
considered in Phase 1, these are forecast to increase to 408 mgd under all options
[gfka\]j]\ af K`Yk] 1 ]p[]hl vfg Y[lagf-w Nge] g^ l`] eYfY_]e]fl Ydl]jfYlan]k
considered under Phase 1 may perform better for various project purposes under the
increased water supply scenarios of Phase 2 than the alternative selected in Phase 1. As
noted in our general comments, the PAA does not improve upon the NAA for several
categories of effects to fish and wildlife habitats and water quality. Further, water quality
effects were not modeled and considered in Phase 1, so likewise, alternatives dismissed
in Phase 1 may perform better for this project purpose under the increased demands
scenarios than the PAA.
Recommendation u Restructure the alternatives formulation and evaluation process so that a
range of alternatives are analyzed relative to all project purposes that change appreciably
under the management options identified, and analyze each with and without the
increased demands considered for the WSSA decision. Collapse Phase 2 into Phase 1,
and iteratively formulate alternatives that move the decision towards the best balance
among all project purposes. We provide further recommendations for formulating
alternatives under Issue #4.
2. Ranking methodology for selecting the proposed water management alternative.
Issue u To identify the water management alternative that best satisfied the objectives for the
WCM update in Phase 1, the Corps interpreted flows and levels from HEC-ResSim
modeling results using various performance measures assigned to project purposes. No
performance measures for the flood control purpose were identified, because the Corps
\a\ fgl [gfka\]j [`Yf_]k lg j]k]jngaj _ma\] [mjn]k l`Yl ogmd\ Ydl]j l`] hjgb][lkx
performance for managing flood risk. The water quality purpose was evaluated only in
Phase 2. For the remaining five project purposes evaluated in Phase 1, the Corps defined
a total of 34 performance measures: 2 for hydropower, 2 for navigation, 6 for fish and
wildlife conservation, 18 for recreation (6 at each of the three storage reservoirs), and 6
for water supply (see Issue #3 below). First, the Corps ranked the seven Phase 1
alternatives for each of these 34 measures from 1 (best performance) to 7 (worst
performance). Second, the Corps summed the ranks for all measures for each project
purpose, again on a 1 to 7 scale, to derive a composite ranking by project purpose. In the
third and final step of Phase 1, the Corps summed the five purpose-specific composite
ranks, again on a 1 to 7 scale, to derive a final ranking of the seven alternatives, selecting
the one with the lowest sum of ranks as the proposed water management alternative.

C. USACE used a straightforward and transparent ranking methodology. As a result of public and agency
comments, USACE reviewed the methodology it used to rank performance of the water management
alternatives and considered other methodologies. The Agency determined that other methodologies would not
improve on the methodology employed. Section 4 of the final EIS has been revised to better explain the ranking
process.

C

Concern d At each of the three iterations of the ranking process for the Phase 1 alternatives, the
Corps discarded information by transforming all differences to an information-poor
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ordinal scale of 1 to 7. While this simplifies identifying a preferred alternative from the
seven formulated, we are concerned that so much information is lost at each stage that the
^afYd k]d][lagf ak fgl l`] Z]kl gml[ge]- O`] ?gjhkx YfYdqkak g^ effects in Phase 2
confirms how the PAA would not improve upon the NAA relative to many categories of
resource effects, as noted in our General Comments.
The first iteration g^ l`] ?gjhkx jYfcaf_ hjg[]kk \ak[Yj\k l`] egkl af^gjeYlagf Zq
converting all differences between alternatives to the 1-to-7 scale for each of the 34
performance measures. The performance difference between the best and worst
alternative for some measures is relatively minor, e.g., the range for the two hydropower
measures represents a 0.2% and a 1.3% difference, which the Corps acknowledges. The
difference between the best and worst alternatives for other measures is relatively
substantial, e.g., the best alternatives for the two navigation measures more than double
the time that a 9- and 7-foot deep channel are available under the worst alternatives.
Ranking the alternatives for each measure by this method renders substantial
performance differences apparent with one measure equivalent to negligible performance
differences with another.
The second iteration of the ranking process eliminates the possibility of evaluating the
relative significance among performance measures, because each measure receives equal
weight in computing a composite rank for each project purpose. This approach is
appropriate if all measures represent distinct aspects of the project purpose that are
roughly equivalent in importance/significance, which is not the case for the mix of 34
performance measures selected. For example, the 6 reservoir recreation measures for
Lanier, West Point, and George (a total of 18 measures) tally the number of weeks and
the percent of time that reservoir levels are below three threshold elevations: the initial
impact level (IIL), the recreation impact level (RLL), and the water access limited level
(WLL). The two WLL performance measures for each reservoir address the most severe
effects, and the IIL measures address the least severe, but the ordinal ranking of all
measures to compute a composite ranking makes the most and least severe measures
equivalent. The composite ranking for the recreation purpose also makes all three
reservoirs equivalent in the decision. Recreation visitation among these reservoirs is far
from equivalent u Lanier receives more visits per year than West Point and George
combined, which the Corps acknowledges, but does not reflect in the ranking process.
Further, the pairs of performance measures for each of the three recreation impact levels
are duplicative, one counting number of weeks below the level and the other percent of
time below the threshold. In all cases, the pair of measures for a particular impact level
identically rank the alternatives. Each is providing the same information twice to the
composite rank computation, and the same composite ranking is achieved by discarding
either member of the pair. Double-counting some measures in a composite ranking
process that treats all measures equivalent dilutes the influence of the non-duplicative
measures.

C

The third iteration of the ranking process combines the multi-measure composite ranks
for each project purpose (besides flood control and water quality) for a final Phase 1
ranking of the seven alternatives considered. This iteration gives equal weight to the five
5
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project purposes addressed in Phase 1. As noted in our comments above on the first
iteration of the ranking process, the performance measures for the hydropower purpose
vary little between the alternatives considered, yet these differences are expressed on the
same 1-to-7 scale as for the other purposes considered in Phase 1. For the water supply
purpose, the DEIS notes that all alternatives analyzed would fully meet the water supply
demands simulated (in both Phase 1 and Phase 2). The only variability among the
alternatives for water supply is attributed to performance measures that instead measure
various aspects of reservoir storage in Lanier over time (e.g., minimum elevation, percent
of time operating in Zone 1, etc., see comments on Issue #3 below). Therefore, the
minimal differences among the alternatives in hydropower performance, and no real
differences in water supply performance, should largely remove these two purposes from
further consideration in selecting an alternative, just as no changes to flood risk
management operations and consequences removed flood control from further
consideration. If a factor does not vary appreciably among the decision-eYc]jxk ghlagfk+
that factor becomes irrelevant to the decision.
Recommendation u Replace the mechanical ordinal ranking process of Phase 1, which treats all
differences among the alternatives as equivalent within a performance measure, between
performance measures, and between project purposes, with reasoned choices that
recognize at each step of the analysis the variable significance and importance of the
differences revealed. The Corps has clearly justified its choice to eliminate from further
consideration changes in the degree to which it serves the flood risk management purpose
of the projects, due to the potentially severe consequences of such changes. Consistent
with this rationale, the flood control purpose does not figure at all in the ordinal ranking
process of Phase 1. We fully appreciate that making choices among the remaining
project purposes is more difficult, as they compete for use of the limited storage capacity
beneath the reservoir guide curves that is not used for flood risk management. Some
purposes are better served when retaining water in storage, and others when releasing it
to augment river flow. We advise against addressing the difficulty of these tradeoff
choices through an alternatives formulation and evaluation process that amplifies minor
differences and reduces major differences to an ordinal scale corresponding to the
number of alternatives examined.
3. Performance measures selected for project purposes.
Issue u The updated WCM will govern how the Corps manages river flows and reservoir levels
by its releases from the project dams; therefore, the outcome of the WCM is the regime
of flows and levels over time under variable basin hydrologic conditions and water uses
l`Yl l`] ?gjhk \g]kfxl [gfljgd- Og ]nYdmYl] l`] h]j^gjeYf[] g^ R?H Ydl]jfYlan]k+ l`]
DEIS defines numerous measures to interpret the regime of flows and levels simulated
with the HEC-ResSim model for each alternative considered. These measures are
intended to reflect whether a particular alternative performs better or worse compared to
gl`]j Ydl]jfYlan]k+ af[dm\af_ l`] vfg Y[lagfw Ydl]jfYlan]+ oal` j]kh][l lg Y hYjla[mdYj
authorized project purpose.

D. USACE recognizes that the Department of the Interior’s expertise lies in the area of fish and wildlife
conservation. The measures evaluate project purpose performance and were created after extensive review of
input provided by experts, both internal and external to USACE, in each project field. The measures allowed for
direct comparison between alternatives.

D
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Concern d Many of the measures used in Phase 1 of the alternatives evaluation do not directly
measure performance relative to the project purpose for which they are identified and/or
to how that purpose is served through water management actions. This is a significant
[gf[]jf af l`] [gfl]pl g^ l`] ?gjhkx e]l`g\gdg_q ^gj k]d][laf_ l`] hjghgk]\ oYl]j
management alternative (Issue #2 above), because all performance measures figure
equally into deriving a purpose-specific composite rank for each alternative, and then all
purposes figure equally into the final Phase 1 ranking of alternatives. The Department
has little or no expertise with project purposes besides fish and wildlife conservation.
Our general concerns and recommendations with the performance measures for each
project purpose are provided below only because the outcome of the WCM decision for
all project purposes, including fish and wildlife conservation, is strongly influenced by
both the nature and number of performance measurek mk]\ af l`] ?gjhkx e]l`g\gdg_q-

e) Chattahoochee River shoal bass recruitment; and
f) Apalachicola Bay salinity (3 metrics corresponding to three locations).
Of these, the Corps used the metrics under a, c, and d above to inform the Phase 1
alternatives analysis. As noted in our general comments, it is the Departmentkx jgd]
mf\]j l`] BR?= lg af^gje l`] ?gjhkx ]imYd [gfka\]jYlagf g^ l`] ^ak` Yf\ oad\da^]
conservation purpose for federal water development projects. Disregarding more than a
third (5 out of 14) of the metrics we recommended may be inconsistent with the FWCAs
intent that federal agencies rely on the expertise of the Department and state wildlife
agencies in formulating and evaluating alternatives in water resources development
decisions. However, the Department recognizes that the Corps can perform these
evaluations independently of our recommendations.
Recreation u The Department has no specific concerns with the reservoir-recreation
performance measures other than how they are used in the alternatives ranking process,
discussed above under Issue #2, particularly with how the composite rankings for the
recreation purpose are computed. We note that no river-based recreation performance
measures were used, such as for recreational fishing and boating, and encourage the
Corps to address this important aspect of how the projects affect the public.

Hydropower d the two performance measures used, annual hydropower generation and
annual weekday hydropower generation (both in megawatt-hours [MWh]), appear
appropriate to the Department, but are largely duplicative, as the latter is invariably
slightly more than 5/7ths of the former for all alternatives (range 73.2 u 74.2 percent).
Using both confuses the composite ranking for this purpose. The market value of annual
generation, which would account for the differential value of weekday and weekend
generation, is likely a better measure than annual and weekday MWh separately. Further,
based on our analysis, the difference between the best performing alternative and worst
performing alternative was roughly 1%; therefore, a more appropriate metric may have
been needed to better characterize the differences in performance.
Navigation u the percent of time that a 9-foot and a 7-foot channel is available from
January through May in the Apalachicola River are appropriate navigation performance
measures; however, the Corps computes this measure as the percent of years during
which these channel depths are available for the full duration of the JanuaryuMay
navigation season. This computation is inconsistent with the guidance in the draft WCM
to support navigation with releases from storage as necessary when operating in system
[gehgkal] klgjY_] Ugf]k 0 Yf\ 1+ Yf\ o`a[` af\a[Yl]k l`Yl vRYl]j HYfY_]e]fl oadd
provide the Navigation Section with a forecast of flows over the coming week and the
IYna_Ylagf N][lagf oadd l`]f akkm] fYna_Ylagf Zmdd]lafk lg hjgb][l mk]jkw )=hh- =+ h_- 621). Because the Corps proposes to operate for navigation in time frames less than the
full JanuaryuMay season, the navigation measures should gage performance on a finer
time scale, either as percent of weeks or percent of months instead of percent of years.

Water Supply u As noted under Issue #2, none of the performance measures for water
supply relate directly to water supply. All alternatives considered resulted in no water
supply shortages in the 73-year HEC-ResSim simulations, yet six performance measures
related instead to Lake Lanier levels are used to evaluate this project purpose. Further, as
noted under Issue #1, reasonably foreseeable increases in water supply withdrawals from
the Chattahoochee River in Metro Atlanta (increase from the current 277 mgd to 408
mgd) were not evaluated in Phase 1. The stated purpose for the six measures of Lake
GYfa]j d]n]dk ak lg k]jn] Yk vkmjjg_Yl] e]asures of remaining storage in the lake and
[YhYZadalq lg e]]l oYl]j kmhhdq \]eYf\ \mjaf_ egj] k]n]j] `q\jgdg_a[ [gf\alagfkw
(DEIS pg. 4-72). The Department respectfully suggests that the Corps measure water
supply performance using the percent of time that water supply demands are fully
satisfied and the volume of shortages when demands are not fully satisfied. Rather than
substituting reservoir-based surrogate measures for water supply reliability during
hydrologic conditions more severe than the 73 years simulated, we suggest evaluating
such reliability by simulating more severe conditions under reasonably foreseeable
climatic trends. In both hydrologic scenarios (period of record and more severe
conditions), evaluate water supply performance with direct measures for the frequency
and magnitude of shortages. Such simulations would also inform an analysis of impacts
to other project purposes.

D

Fish and Wildlife Conservation u By letter dated August 29, 2013, the Department
provided a planning-aid letter with our recommendations for fish and wildlife
conservation performance measures in the context of the WCM update. These measures
addressed:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Water Quality u Our concern with performance measures for the water quality purpose is
that there were none in Phase 1. By excluding water quality from the Phase 1
evaluations, opportunities to formulate alternatives that would protect, restore, or enhance
water quality, consistent with the purpose of decision making under NEPA (40 CFR
§1500.1(c)), were foregone. As noted in our general comments above, the PAA would
likely have adverse effects to various water quality parameters.

Apalachicola floodplain fish spawning and rearing habitat;
Gulf sturgeon spawning;
Apalachicola River mussels (5 metrics);
reservoir fisheries (3 metrics, one each for Lanier, West Point, and George);
7
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Recommendation u Use metrics that directly measure performance relative to the project purpose
for which they are identified and/or to how that purpose is served through water
management actions. Use all of the metrics the Department recommended for evaluating
the fish and wildlife conservation purpose.
4. Alternatives formulation.
Issue u The analyses of the DEIS indicate that the project purposes of flood control, hydropower,
and water supply are relatively equally served under all alternatives considered in Phase
1. Navigation, fish and wildlife conservation, recreation, and water quality are the
purposes for which performance varies substantially under the management options
considered, yet the PAA does not improve system performance relative to the NAA for
all of these.

E. USACE recognizes that the Department of the Interior’s expertise lies in the area of fish and wildlife
conservation. The measures evaluate project purpose performance and were created after extensive review of
input provided by experts, both internal and external to USACE, in each project field. The measures allowed for
direct comparison between alternatives. USACE operates its projects to ensure a balance across all authorized
project purposes.

Concern d The PAA has emerged from an alternatives formulation process that the Department
views as too narrowly focused in terms of management options and from an evaluation
process that was overly simplistic. Its reliance on an ordinal ranking of alternatives at
multiple stages diminished significant differences and magnified insignificant
differences. The Department is concerned that the PAA does not represent the best
means of achieving the purpose and need for action, which is to more effectively meet
authorized project purposes, including the fish and wildlife conservation purpose.
Recommendation u Our final recommendation builds on our previous recommendations to:
(1) collapse Phase 2 into Phase 1, and analyze alternatives relative to all project purposes that
change appreciably under the management options considered, and analyze each with and
without the increased demands considered for the WSSA decision;
(2) replace the mechanical ordinal ranking process of Phase 1 with reasoned choices that
recognize at each step of the analysis the variable significance and importance of the
differences revealed; and
(3) use metrics that directly measure performance relative to the project purpose for which
they are identified and/or to how that purpose is served through water management
actions to steer alternatives formulation.

E

In concert with implementing these recommendations, we advise the Corps to craft management
alternatives that maximizes system benefits, subject to the legal and physical constraints of the
system, for each of the project purposes that the DEIS has already demonstrated are variable:
navigation, fish and wildlife conservation, recreation, and water quality. This will identify the
best possible outcome for each of these purposes, and disclose the tradeoffs among other
purposes that are necessary to achieve that outcome. If these alternatives reveal significant
differences to hydropower and water supply, these two purposes would then become relevant to
the decision and enter the tradeoffs analysis. Thereafter, iteratively define alternatives that
would balance the tradeoffs, and explain the rationale for the compromise selected. To fulfill the
stated purpose and need to more effectively meet authorized project purposes, the final
compromise should improve upon the NAA for all purposes, and if not, explain why a reduction
in service of a project purpose is minor, necessary and advisable, or unavoidable. We know that
9
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the Corps has the tools and the talent necessary to implement these recommendations and
develop a PAA that the Department would fully support. The Department stands ready to assist.
5. Further Analysis is needed to more adequately evaluate impacts resulting from
proposed actions.
Issue 1: Basin-oa\] ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk [gmhd]\ oal` ^gj][Ykl]\ [daeYl] [`Yf_] aehY[lk Yj] dac]dq
lg d]Y\ lg Y\\alagfYd [`Ydd]f_]k af Y[`a]naf_ ?gjhkx gZb][lan]k Yf\ [gepliance with regulatory
requirements. Though most climate models slightly disagree on forecasted changes in annual
precipitation amounts and seasonal patterns; all generally accepted models predict additional
consumptive and non-consumptive basin-wide loses and greater frequency of intense storm
events, and prolonged dry periods and droughts. These projections indicate greater likelihood of
volatile instream-flows, and reduced capacity to ameliorate these differences through storage and
release from reservoirs.
Concern 09 O`] ?gjhkx [YhY[alq lg e]]l hdYff]\ gZb][lan]k ak dac]dq lg Z] [`Ydd]f_]\ o`]f
consideration is given to climate change impacts coupled with; 1) greater withdrawal demands
(municipal and industrial) from the basin and upstream reservoirs, 2) more frequent dry periods
that limit in-stream flows and elevate agricultural consumption in both the Flint and
Chattahoochee basins, and 3) the continued need to comply with regulatory standards and meet
other authorizations. The combined and interactive influences of climate change impacts
[gmhd]\ oal` ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk Yj] dac]dq lg j]kmdl af \akhjghgjlagfYl] [gfk]im]f[]k lgoYj\
Y[`a]naf_ ?gjhkx gZb][lan]k- O`]k] ^mlmj] [gfk]im]f[]k eYq `Yn] Y\n]jk] aehY[lk gf l`]
capacity for the Corps to meet their authorities and public expectations, as well as consequences
on the fish & wildlife conservation and the overall state and condition of the natural
environment. These expectations, coupled with additional demands, may create unrealistic
expectations during dry years for a basin that has limited storage, less predictable precipitation,
and ever increasing demands near the headwater areas. These coupled effects have yet to be
adequately evaluated.

F. Updating WCMs for projects is an inherent USACE function. A WCM update is only a change to operation of
existing constructed projects and not a study. During the past 26 years USACE has participated in interagency
working groups, comprehensive studies, interstate compacts, settlement discussions, meetings between state
governors, litigation, and negotiations led by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. USACE does not think another
attempt at an interagency working group is needed or that it would improve the current process.

F

With the limits of basin-wide storage capacity in mind, one of the consequences of the PAA will
be lower average flows to downstream areas for more extended periods, particularly during the
summer months when water demands are high. Lower flows during critical periods may, 1)
disrupt life history sequences that are necessary for a particular species, 2) alter food-web
dynamics and functioning to support species during critical periods, or 3) result in the loss of
needed connectivity of between source/sink populations that have significant value at the species
level. These impacts result in a corresponding series of change in ecological communities and
habitat settings.
In addition to changes in habitat conditions and patterns of occurrence (eg. Fewer acres or stream
miles of a particular habitat), the loss of wetland acres will also result from prolonged periods
without flooding. The loss of wetland acres will result in reductions in carbon storage. Wetlands
Yf\ koYehk ^mf[lagf Yk [YjZgf vkafckw+ Yf\ hjgna\] klYZd] [`]ea[Yd klgjY_] ]fnajgfe]flk- =k
these wetlands dry, or are repeatedly rewetted and dried, stored carbon is lost through
decompositional processes and released as greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide, methane, etc.).
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Mineralization of the soil, also reduces the capacity of the soil to store nutrients, and other
chemical compounds that may pose a risk to wildlife. The released nutrients, coupled with
changes in weather patterns, hydrology, and species tolerance may accentuate changes in habitat
characteristics and suitability, as well as resistance and resilience to further ecological change.
Though these changes may not become expressed for a few decades, once these changes are
afalaYl]\ l`]q Z][ge] \a^^a[mdl lg j]\aj][l Yf\ `Yn] mf]ph][l]\ [gfk]im]f[]k l`Yl [Yfxl Z] ]Ykadq
curtailed. Therefore, consideration of altered or loss of wetland habitat (carbon storage) and
o]ldYf\ ^mf[lagf Ykkg[aYl]\ oal` ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk k`gmd\ Z] ^mddq ]nYdmYl]\Recommendation 1: With other stakeholders, develop a basin-wide adaptive management
strategy that has differential objectives that can accommodate prolonged dry periods, normal
periods, and wet periods. Adjustable objectives will require additional metrics to evaluate
successful basin-wide operations that are in concert with other stakeholder operations. In
partnership, adjustable objectives can be appropriately prioritized depending on current and
forecasted basin-wide meteorological conditions. Currently, several research initiatives are ongoing to address this issue, and the available results could be used to better evaluate climate
change issues.

F

As an example, the Apalachicola River, floodplain, and Bay are nationally and internationally
j][g_far]\ Yk Z]af_ Y _dgZYddq ka_fa^a[Yfl fYlmjYd j]kgmj[]+ v`gl khglw ^gj \an]jkalq+ Yf\ [YjZgf
klgjY_] vkafcw- O`]j]^gj]+ af[j]Yk]\ ^g[mk gf aehY[lk lg l`] =hYdY[`a[gdY ][gkqkl]e [gmd\ `Yn]
important conservation benefits toward minimizing and mitigating for potential future change.
We recommend that the Corps consider elevated attention of impacts from Corpsx gh]jYlagfk Yf\
climate change should be given to this system; and through partnership, a coordinated strategy is
needed to minimize future impacts.
Issue 2: Further analysis of consequences of operations toward water quality associated with
proposed Corhkx gh]jYlagfk ak f]]\]\- Ef Y\\alagf lg hgl]flaYd aehY[lk lg l`] gn]jYdd
environment, changes in water quality may also have impacts to fish and wildlife conservation.

G. GAEPD requested that the minimum flow at Peachtree Creek be reduced to 650 cfs during drought periods. In
response to this request, USACE investigated reducing the minimum flow value to 650 cfs from November
through April. USACE conducted an environmental assessment in 2008 and concluded that reducing the
minimum flow requirement at Peachtree Creek to 650 cfs during that period would not have significant adverse
effects on water quality. Over the past decade, USACE has reduced the minimum flow seasonally at Peachtree
Creek several times. Monitoring data is available from GAEPD during those periods. The State of Georgia has the
responsibility for establishing and regulating water quality standards and should conduct any further analysis
that might be required. NEPA requires that USACE capture the impacts to the human environment of any
change from the NAA. USACE captured any impacts from the change to a season-varying flow at Peachtree
Creek.

Concern 19 Man]j ^dgo ak j]_mdYl]\ Zq ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk+ Yf\ nYjaYlagf af ^dgo )oYl]j quantity)
at various time scales (daily variation to annual variation) influences water quality. Therefore,
the capacity of the river to stay within water quality standards (TMDL), and at appropriate
concentrations, is influenced by patterns of water release. Therefore, changes in minimum flows
from Lake Lanier from 750 cfs to 650 cfs should be evaluated to determine the likelihood of
]p[]]\af_ nYjagmk OH@Gxk+ Yf\ gl`]j [d]Yf oYl]j klYf\Yj\k Ykkg[aYl]\ oal` IK@AN h]jealkThe Department feels that the limited benefit of storing 100 cfs of water in Lake Lanier may be
outweighed by the potential risks associated with reduced water quality. In addition to risks to
public health and wildlife; these changes may disrupt state permitted discharge releases
(NPDES) further downstream, and potentially disrupt downstream recreational opportunities.

G

The Master WCM update is not a study and is only a change to operation of existing constructed projects.
Therefore, USACE has considered water quality changes from the NAA. The EIS has been updated to more
explicitly define the effects associated with water management operations and water supply options.

Further, contaminants bound to bed- and bank-sediments or stabilized within floodplain soils can
become re-suspended or re-dissolved depending on flow patterns and volme]k- O`] ?gjhkx
preferred alternative is focused on a more conservative water storage approach, thus, resulting in

Additional information regarding impacts to dissolved oxygen and other water quality parameters is included in
the final EIS. GAEPD has indicated its intention to ensure that water quality standards are met at all flows based
on revisions in their 2013 triennial review (GAEPD 2014).
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lower flows, and reduced likelihood of short-term floods. In the absence of flooding, wet soils
begin to dry and re-oxygenate. Oxygenation then leads to a chemical conversion of reduced soils
and otherwise stable contaminants. Of greatest concern is the reintroduction of compounds such
as mercury, heavy metals, and organic compounds that are otherwise stabilized, and removed
from the food chain. Therefore, future flood events that will periodically occur when inflow
exceeds the capacity for water storage in upstream reservoirs, will allow for suspended
contaminants and chemically-active contaminants to re-enter the river system from bank erosion,
bed sediment suspension, and discharge from flooded swamp and floodplain sources. Though
the Corps does not regulate flood discharges, the preferred alternative will minimize or eliminate
periodic low-impact flood events and allow for greater risk of contaminant movement across the
basin.
Though the likelihood of potential impacts from these issues during normal flow years may be
considered to be low, they have not been adequately addressed. Further, these risks; 1) vary
from year to year with weather patterns, 2) are often cumulative, and 3) should be expected to be
magnified with expected climate change impacts. Therefore, the Department feels that
additional analysis is needed to evaluate the proposed alternatives and associated risk in meeting
water quality standards across the entire basin, as well as the potential cumulative costs (local,
state, federal) of minimizing these risks by other means in the future.
Recommendation 2: With other state and federal agencies, conduct a full evaluation of water
imYdalq [gf[]jfk l`Yl eYq Z] Ykkg[aYl]\ oal` ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk- O`]k] ]nYdmYlagfk oadd [gfka\]j
risks, and identify adaptive measures that can be implemented to eliminate or minimize
consequences associated with water quality issues.
Issue 3: The Department considers the PAA to be an incomplete effort in evaluating the
preferred and proposed alternatives relative to the economic impacts associated with recreational
opportunities as well as the capacity of federal and state agencies in meeting their legally
mandated purposes and authorities. Various federal and state agencies have properties and
associated recreational initiatives that are dependent upon seasonal patterns of river flow to
achieve identified purposes. These state and federal initiatives include fisheries programs to
stock sport fish species (rainbow trout, striped bass, etc.) and native species; as well as associated
water recreation activities at various federal locations such as Chattahoochee River National
Recreation Area, Fort Benning-Uchee Creek recreation area, Eufaula National Wildlife Refuge,
Apalachicola National Forest, and influence recreational opportunities associated with St.
Qaf[]flxk IYlagfYd Rad\da^] M]^m_]- Ef Y\\alagf lg l`]k]+ ]Y[` g^ l`] l`j]] klYl]k )=G+ GA, and
FL) have various publicly accessible areas such as wildlife management areas and state parks
across the basin.

H. Updates to the WCMs were developed to be protective of federal resources in the ACF system within USACE
legal authority—including the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area (CRNRA) and Eufaula National
Wildlife Refuge—and based on the national benefit, not local benefits. Consistent with the purpose and need for
this operational update, consideration was given to authorizations for peaking power and recreation. Section
6.1.1.2.2 of the EIS outlines the changes in streamflows and their expected effect on the CRNRA. Section 6.4.5.1
of the EIS has been updated to reference the changes in water levels expected in Walter F. George Lake by
pointing back to section 6.1.1.1.3, where the changes are defined.

H

Concern 3:
The Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area was established with the dependency on
appropriate water releases to meet their legally mandated authorities and mission objectives.
Similarly, the Eufaula NWR is highly dependent on reservoir operations in meeting their mission
objectives. The Department believes that during alternatives analysis and evaluation of the
preferred alternative, greater consideration should be given to federal and state agencies with
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mission authorizations and objectives that are co-\]h]f\]fl gf ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk- O`]k]
analyses should include a likelihood analysis of violating dependent-authorizations, as well as
the identification of potential mitigation actions.
Recreation across the basin generates hundreds of millions of dollars annually. As an example,
based on information received from National Park Service, cumulative direct and indirect
income from recreation at the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area is estimated to be
more than 100 million dollars annually, and that value greatly exceeds the economic return from
hydropower generation at Buford Dam. However, these benefits and the capacity to optimize on
recreational opportunities were not fully considered by the Corps during alternatives analysis or
in the development of the PAA. Clearly, in the development of the PAA, full consideration
should be given to the collective sum from recreational opportunities across the entire basin.
Aquatic and wetland invasive species as well as the effectiveness of control measures is highly
dependent upon reservoir operations and flow regimes. Further, the cost and consequences of
addressing invasive species has significant impacts on the capacity to meet mission objectives.
Some examples include Phragmites and other freshwater marsh invasive species that have little
or no wildlife value to migratory waterfowl. Phragmites also quickly displaces native freshwater
marsh species that have high wildlife value. Invasive macrophyte species such as Eurasian
milfoil, Hydrilla, and water hyacinth which create thick weedbeds; and after dying, as the
biomass decomposes, biological oxygen demand (BOD) increases and dissolved oxygen (DO) is
reduced. These changes greatly alter habitat conditions by creating an anoxic layer below
shallow surface waters. Because of longer growing seasons and shallow lake profiles that allow
for greater expansion from shore, problems associated with invasive species will be most
strongly expressed in Coastal Plain riverine environments and reservoirs. To control the
establishment and expansion of invasive species, significant financial and labor resources are
needed. Without control, these species can quickly limit the capacity for management agencies
to meet mission objectives by greatly reducing recreational values, as well as benefits to
ecological function and wildlife value.

H

Similarly, water conservation measures that reduce or eliminate growing season inundation of
swamp areas allow invasive species to become established. Chinese tallow-tree and Asian privet
species, in the absence of periodic inundation, become established in floodplains and swamps.
Once established, both species quickly spread and begin to influence ecosystem processes and
habitat suitability for native wetland species and migratory birds. Ultimately, these changes
influence nutritional quality of detrital material and the rate of decompositional processes,
including carbon storage. During infrequent flood events, the altered (quantity, quality) detrital
material is then transported to the aquatic system, and may have unexpected consequences on the
food chain including aquatic invertebrates, mussels, and fish as well as those species in
Apalachicola bay. Altered floodplain conditions already exist in the lower Chattahoochee and
Apalachicola rivers, and these species are already established and spreading. Control measures
have been ineffective, and in the absence of flooding, these species will continue to spread.
However, conservative water storage operations that limit the likelihood of growing season
floods are likely to amplify the problem and allow the species to become established in
previously flooded areas. The influence on habitat will increase, and the need for control of
these species will be expanded. Therefore, the direct and indirect costs may be substantial.
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Recommendation 3: A more comprehensive evaluation of the consequences of Corps operations
relative to the purposes and authorizations of other federal and state agencies. Further, these
evaluations should clearly identify how Corps operations will impact the mission objectives, and
the potential consequences or costs associated with these impacts.
Issue 4: The Department believes there was incomplete analysis and evaluation of alternatives
relative to other fish and wildlife measures. Biological and ecological metrics need to be
considered for the entire basin to evaluate impacts of operations, and evaluate basin-wide
differences between alternatives. These evaluations should also include at-risk species
assessments. These species may become federally listed without proactive conservation to
minimize threats and avoid the need to list these species, and thus, result in additional regulatory
requirements.
Concern 4: The alternatives analysis did not consider basin-wide impacts on At-Risk species, or
other ecological services that are necessary for maintaining a healthy and sustainable riverine
and floodplain ecosystem. Because the Corps regulates water flow through water storage across
nearly the entire Chattahoochee basin and roughly 2/3 of the inflow into the Apalachicola, the
Department feels that it is necessary to adequately address the impacts to fish and wildlife for the
entire area, and in doing so, evaluate the consequences on sustainable natural resources that have
important economic value in various sections of the river.

I.

I

As indicated in table 1, in addition to the four (4) federally listed species, fifteen (15) petitioned
at-risk species occur within the project area. These species occur across the basin from Lake
Lanier/Buford Dam to the Sumatra Gage along the Apalachicola River, and each would be
impacted di^^]j]fldq Zq ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk- AnYdmYlagf g^ l`]k] aehY[lk ^gj ]Y[` Ydl]jfYlan] ak
needed, as well as a determination of what each at-risk species may potentially represent as an
indicator of operational performance. The status, stability, and threats associated with these
species in the basin will strongly influence future Department decisions on listing. Therefore, an
evaluation of status, potential impacts, and possible conservation measures that can be
implemented to potentially avoid listing is needed. If a single at-risk species or a collection of
at-risk species become listed, that may result in further regulatory basin-wide restrictions that
[gmd\ Z] kqehYlja[ gj YkqehYlja[ oal` [mjj]fl gj hjghgk]\ ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk?gehYj]\ lg l`] ?gjhkx ]nYduation of alternatives, the Departmentxk ]nYdmYlagf g^ Ydl]jfYlan]k
that was used to develop the DFWCAR considered three additional metrics that represented
riverine ecosystem functions as well as recreational opportunities within the various reservoirs.
As noted in the concerns section for Performance Metrics (Issue #3), three additional metrics
included; 1) salinity in Apalachicola bay, 2) gulf sturgeon reproductive success, and 3) adult
shoal bass population recruitment between West Point Lake to Lake Lanier.

Table 1. Petitioned At-Risk Species
within the Project Area
species
Species Name

Chattahoochee River
Upper

Middle

Lower

Apalachicola
River
Entire
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group

crayfish
fish
fish
fish
fish
insect
insect
insect
mussel
mussel
mussel
salamander
salamander
turtle
turtle

Cambarus harti
Anguilla rostrata
Cyprinella callitaenia
Percina crypta
Pteronotropis euryzonus
Cordulegaster sayi
Oecetis parva
Oxyethira setosa
Anodonta heardi
Anodontoides radiatus
Elliptio arctata
Amphiuma pholeter
Eurycea chamberlaini
Graptemys barbouri
Macrochelys temmincki

(Lanier
to West
Point)
X
X
X

(West Point
to Eufuala)

(Eufuala to
Seminole)

x
x
x

X
X

X

X

x
x

x
x
x
X
x
X
X
X

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Recommendation 4: A broader range of fish and wildlife conservation metrics are needed.
O`]k] e]lja[k k`gmd\ Z] mk]\ lg ]nYdmYl] hgl]flaYd [`Yf_]k j]kmdlaf_ ^jge ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk+ Yf\
k`gmd\ Z] af\a[Ylan] g^ aehY[lk j]kmdlaf_ ^jge ?gjhkx gh]jYlagfk+ Yf\ j]hj]k]flYlan] g^ lYj_]l]\
conservation conditions. Full consideration of impacts to at-risk species, including, but not
limited to those recently petitioned, is needed to determine the risk to these species, and identify
any possible conservation actions that may be implemented to eliminate or minimize identified
threats.
In addition, we provide relevant background on the CRNRA and highlight specific issues that
should be evaluated and considered in the Draft EIS and WCM update. These comments are
consistent with and are intended to supplement comments submitted by National Park Service
(NPS) during previous scoping periods in 2008, 2009, and 2013.
We understand the purpose of the WCM updates is to identify operating criteria and guidelines
for managing water storage and release of water from United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) reservoirs within the ACF Basin. The scope of the WCM includes Lake Lanier and
the operation of Buford Dam, which forms the upper boundary of CRNRA. We has special
expertise regarding the resources and values of the CRNRA and its surrounding areas, which
would aid the USACE in its environmental impact analysis and ultimate decision regarding the
update of the WCM for the ACF River Basin.

J.

J

The Department has had long standing concerns with the current impacts of Buford Dam
gh]jYlagfk gf hYjc j]kgmj[]k- Pf\]j l`] PN=?Axk Kj]^]jj]\ =[lagf =dl]jfYlan] )K==*+ o]
Yfla[ahYl] l`]k] aehY[lk oadd Y[lmYddq af[j]Yk] af k]n]jalq ZYk]\ gf PN=?Axk aehY[l YfYdqkak+
o`a[` jYf_]k ^jge vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk]w lg vY\n]jk]w; `go]ner, the significance of this increase on
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park resources is unclear in the DEIS as the modeling information and impact analysis does not
provide specific information to allow a thorough understanding of what may occur under the
PAA. Specific comments regarding the PAA and its potential effects to park resources and
values are provided in the attachment to this letter.
We want to ensure that the USACE is aware of aspects of CRNRA legislation that will impact
the USACE process for this project. A 1984 Amen\e]fl lg ?MIM=xk ]fYZdaf_ d]_akdYlagf
(Public Law 98-568) outlines a process which must be followed if the USACE, or any Federal
agency, proposes to undertake any action which may have a direct and adverse effect on the
natural or cultural resources of CRNRA. Specific wording is provided in our attached
comments, but the general requirements of the Amendment include:
-

-

-

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, agencies will notify the
Secretary of Interior (Secretary) that an action is planned, provide an opportunity to
comment, and notify the Secretary of the decisions made related to the action.
The Secretary will provide comments and recommendations on the proposed action to the
notifying agency.
The notifying agency will provide their decision to the Secretary who will then submit
l`] \][akagf Ydgf_ oal` l`] N][j]lYjqxk [gee]flk Yf\ j][gee]f\Ylagfk lg l`]
appropriate committees of Congress.
The Secretary must concur with any proposed action prior to the action commencing.

K. Public Law 98-568 does not apply to the current federal action to update the WCMs.

K

The Department recommends that an interagency workgroup be established to better understand
alternatives and the science behind achieving a more sustainable dam operation and natural
hydrograph for Buford Dam to avoid direct or adverse impacts to CRNRA. This workgroup
would evaluate operational and environmental conditions which will change over time, and
[j]Yl] Y ^jYe]ogjc lg j][gee]f\ Y\bmkle]flk lg l`] \Yexk gh]jYlagf l`Yl `]dhk ]fkmj] aehY[lk
to CRNRA are reduced. These adjustments should be anticipated and allowed for within the
WCM process.

L

The Department also recommends that a long-term management and monitoring program be
established with the key agencies involved in managing the river system through the park, and
that this commitment be recorded in the Record of Decision. It will be necessary to monitor and
evaluate implementation of the PAA over time and provide for the implementation of measures
that can reduce impacts within CRNRA.

M

As a result of our review of the DEIS, we respectfully request that the USACE revise the DEIS
or draft a Supplemental EIS to address the issues outlined in this letter and its attachment. An
update to the DEIS analysis should more fully evaluate potential impacts on NPS resources and
values. The development of this additional information would Z]ll]j af^gje PN=?Axk
permitting decisions. Specifically, additional analysis of the outstanding issues we have
identified may assist USACE in determining the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable
Alternative and consideration of the public interest. Moreover, this information would better
inform the public regarding the extent of potential impacts and the decision-making process.
The NPS remains eager to collaborate with the USACE to achieve an operational outcome below

L. Updating WCMs for projects is an inherent USACE function. A WCM update is only a change to operation of
existing constructed projects and not a study. During the past 26 years USACE has participated in interagency
working groups, comprehensive studies, interstate compacts, settlement discussions, meetings between state
governors, litigation, and negotiations led by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. The National Park Service (NPS)
and the Department of the Interior were involved in several of those cooperative efforts. NPS’s comments and
input have been addressed along with the comments of other agencies and stakeholders in an effort to update
the WCMs.
M. USACE will continue to monitor its operations in the ACF Basin and perform any data collection as required by
laws and regulations (as described in chapter 5 of the WCMs). Other state and federal agencies also could
monitor conditions in the basin. The final EIS includes a more robust discussion of impacts to the NPS area.
Furthermore, the record of decision document will satisfy all requirements of the NEPA. USACE does not
anticipate that a commitment to a specific monitoring program will be necessary as a result of the impacts from
the proposed action.
N. USACE considered all of the issues and comments raised in the NPS comment cover letter and attachments.
USACE included additional information regarding potential impacts to the NPS recreation area in the final EIS.
The update of the WCMs does not require any permitting by USACE; therefore, it is unclear how additional
information could inform USACE regulatory permitting. Optimum flow regimes for the Chattahoochee River
National Recreation Area are displayed in Table 6.1-7 of the final EIS. These flow regimes were developed as part
of the MAAWRS in the 1980s. In 2000, CH2M Hill developed a recreational flow preference for the NPS that was
similar to the previous effort. Riverine flows were evaluated in various reaches between Buford Dam and West
Point Dam and also in the middle and lower Chattahoochee River. Figure 6.1-24 in the EIS displays flows of the
NAA and PAA below Buford Dam. Flows exceeded 1,000 cfs approximately 75 percent of the time under the NAA
compared to 73 percent of the time under the PAA. For higher flows that would support kayaking (6,000 cfs),
there was a negligible difference between the NAA and the PAA over the period of record.

N
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Buford DYe l`Yl ak emlmYddq Z]f]^a[aYd Yf\ af c]]haf_ oal` ]Y[` Y_]f[qxk eakkagfk Yf\ d]_Yd
authorities.
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#

The National Park Service (NPS) has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) for the updated Water Control Manual (WCM) and provides the following comments. It
should be noted that in addition to these comments, NPS previously provided comments on the
Notice of Intent (comments dated January 14, 2013). At that time, NPS requested and justified
cooperator status in the development of the DEIS. This request was denied by the United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). As a result, many environmental concerns and statutory
requirements under the purview of the NPS have not been adequately addressed within the DEIS.
Chief among these are 1) wide-ranging effects associated with decreasing minimum flows below
Buford Dam, 2) effects of the rapid rate of discharge change below Buford Dam, and 3) the
statutory requirement that the Department of the Army must formally coordinate with the
Secretary of the Interior in accordance with PL 98-568, Section d(1-6). These concerns are
further described below. The NPS remains eager to collaborate with the USACE to achieve an
operational outcome below Buford Dam that is mutually beneficial and in keeping with each
Y_]f[qxk eakkagfk Yf\ d]_Yd Yml`gjala]k-

#

Background and General Comments
Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area (CRNRA) is a unit of the National Park System
managed by the NPS and consisting of 48-river miles from Buford Dam to Peachtree Creek.
?MIM= oYk ]klYZdak`]\ af 0867 o`]f ?gf_j]kk \]l]jeaf]\ l`Yl l`] vfYlmjYd+ k[]fa[+ j][j]Ylagf+
`aklgja[+ Yf\ gl`]j nYdm]k l`] ?`YllY`gg[`]] Man]j t Yj] g^ kh][aYd fYlagfYd ka_fa^a[Yf[]+ Yf\
that such values should be preserved and protected from developments and uses which would
kmZklYflaYddq aehYaj gj \]kljgq l`]ew )KG 84-344). In addition to the river itself, CRNRA is
comprised a series of 16 land-based park units located between Buford Dam and Peachtree
Creek, just north of Atlanta, Georgia. The park provides over 70% of the public green space in
the greater Atlanta area and outdoor recreation activities for over three million visitors per year.
It is estimated that CRNRA provides an economic benefit to the local economy in excess of $128
million/year. The Chattahoochee River forms the backbone of the park, and CRNRA has a
vested interest in the operations of Buford Dam, as the timing of water releases and related flows
in the river directly impact the ability of park managers to presejn] l`] vfYlmjYd+ k[]fa[+
j][j]Ylagf+ `aklgja[+ Yf\ gl`]j nYdm]kw g^ l`] hYjc+ Yk eYf\Yl]\ Zq ?gf_j]kk=dl`gm_` l`] ?MIM= ]fYZdaf_ d]_akdYlagf \g]k fgl kh][a^a[Yddq \]^af] l`] vfYlmjYd+ k[]fa[+
j][j]Ylagf+ `aklgja[+ Yf\ gl`]j nYdm]kw l`Yl j]f\]j l`] 37-mile segment of the river and adjoining
dYf\k g^ vkh][aYd fYlagfYd ka_fa^a[Yf[]+w al _an]k hYjc eYfY_]jk l`] gZda_Ylagf Yf\ Yml`gjalq lg
hjgl][l l`]k] nYdm]k ^jge Y\n]jk] ]^^][lk [Ymk]\ Zq voYl]j j]kgmj[] hjgb][lkw oal`af l`]
boundary of the park. In 2013, the NPS initiated a multi-stakeholder process to clearly identify
18
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Yf\ \]k[jaZ] l`]k] vnYdm]k g^ kh][aYd fYlagfYd ka_fa^a[Yf[]w Yf\ lg ]klYZdak` Y dg_a[Yd+ \]^]fkaZd]+
and consistent framework for evaluating projects that could adversely affect these values (NPS
2013). The process was adapted to meet the specific circumstances of the national recreation
Yj]Yxk mfaim] d]_akdYlagf- The NPS and its stakeholders concluded that the following were
values of special significance: ecological, cultural and historic, recreational, scenic, geologic,
water quality, and water quantity.

helps ensure impacts to CRNRA are reduced. These adjustments should be anticipated and
allowed for within the WCM.
We recommend these requests be included in an updated DEIS or Supplemental EIS prior to the
USACE issuing a Record of Decision.
Specific Comments
' 33 CFR § 222.5 requires the USACE develop water control plans in concert with all basin
interests which are or could be impacted by or have an influence on project regulation. It
states in Section F)8* l`Yl v[dgk] [ggj\afYlagf oadd Z] eYaflYaf]\ oal` Ydd YhhjghjaYl]
international, Federal, State, regional and local agencies in the development and execution of
the water control plans.w The NPS does not believe this coordination has occurred as part of
the development of this DEIS since cooperator status was denied, NPS concerns expressed in
previous comments were not addressed in the DEIS, and the DEIS does not adequately
define or assess impacts to park resources and values. Therefore, we recommend that
coordination with appropriate agencies be initiated through the interagency workgroup
recommended above.

The enabling legislation for CRNRA states in part that:
vNo department or agency of the United States shall recommend authorization of any water
resources project that would have a direct and adverse effect on the values for which such
area is established, as determined by the Secretary nor shall such department or agency
request appropriations to begin construction of any such project, whether heretofore or
hereafter authorized, without at least sixty days in advance, (1) advising the Secretary in
writing of its intention to do so and (2) reporting to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the United States House of Representatives and to the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources of the United States Senate the nature of the project involved and the
manner in which such project would conflict with the purposes of this Act or would affect the
recreation area and the values to be protected by it under this Act, I t is not the intention of
Congress by this Act to require the manipulation or reduction of lake water levels in Lake
Sidney Lanier. Nothing in this Act shall be construed in any way to restrict, prohibit, or
affect any recommendation of the Metropolitan Atlanta Water Resources Study as authorized
by the Public Works Committee of the United States Senate on March 2, 1972-w PL95-344,
sec 104(b).

'

O`] @AEN [gf[dm\]k l`Yl l`] Kj]^]jj]\ =[lagf =dl]jfYlan] )K==* oadd `Yn] vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk]w to
vY\n]jk]w effects on resources within CRNRA, specifically flow condition, dissolved oxygen,
total phosphorus, total nitrogen, riverine fish and aquatic resources, and land use (riverine
shoreline). O`] @AEN \]^af]k vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk]w Yk Yf aehY[l l`Yl is vh]j[]hlaZd] Yf\
measurable, but will fgl `Yn] Yf Yhhj][aYZd] ]^^][l-w O`] @AEN eYc]k fg Yll]ehl lg \]^af]
vYhhj][aYZd] ]^^][l-w Further, it should be noted, that the CRNRA legislation makes no
\aklaf[lagf Z]lo]]f vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk]w Yf\ vY\n]jk]-w O`mk+ ZYk]\ gf l`] PN=?Axk
determination that the PAA will have adverse effects to park resources, these proposed impacts
could be considered significant and requiring avoidance and/or mitigation. This may be
especially true given the baseline conditions associated with existing operations of Buford Dam.
The DEIS does not identify current and ongoing adverse effects of dam operation, nor does the
modeling information or analysis related to potential effects of the PAA on park resources
provide enough detail to ascertain what the effects could be.

O`] 0873 =e]f\e]fl lg ?MIM=xk ]fYZdaf_ d]_akdYlagf )KmZda[ GYo 87-568) outlines the
process which must be followed if the USACE or any Federal agency proposes to undertake
any action which may have a direct and adverse effect on the natural or cultural resources of
CRNRA. Public Law 98-568, Section d(1-6) states the following:
e$M%$*% IQNWN_N[ JWb Federal department, agency, or instrumentality proposes to undertake
any action, or provide Federal assistance for any action, or issue any license or permit for
an action within the corridor referred to in section 101 which may have a direct and adverse
effect on the natural or cultural resources of the recreation area, the head of such
department, agency, or instrumentality shall-(A) promptly notify the Secretary of the action at the time it is planning the action, or
preparing an environmental assessment regarding the action, or preparing and
environmental impact statement under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
for the action;
(B) provide the Secretary a reasonable opportunity to comment and make
recommendations regarding the effect of the Federal action on the natural and
cultural resources of the recreation area; and
(C) notify the Secretary of the specific decisions made in respect to the comments and
recommendations of the Secretary.
The requirements of this subsection shall be carried out in accordance with procedures
established by the Federal agency responsible for undertaking or approving the Federal

Further analysis of the cumulative impacts should be included in the DEIS along with additional
alternatives to reduce the level of impacts on values established by Congress for CRNRA. The
NPS recommends that an interagency workgroup comprised of resource agencies and academia
be established to better understand the alternatives and science behind achieving a more
sustainable dam operation and natural hydrograph for Buford Dam. A long-term monitoring and
management program is also needed between the USACE and NPS to evaluate conditions which
will change over time, and establish a framework lg a\]fla^q [`Yf_]k lg l`] \Yexk gh]jYlagfk l`Yl
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The values for which the park was established are currently being impacted by operations at
>m^gj\ @Ye- O`]k] aehY[lk o]j] \]k[jaZ]\ af l`] IKNxk k[ghaf_ d]ll]j lg l`] PN=?A af
January 2013, but were not been addressed in the DEIS. In fact, the PAA will create
additional impacts for which the level of significance is difficult to determine, and for which
no mitigation is offered. O`]k] aehY[lk jYf_] ^jge vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk]w lg vY\n]jk]w af l`]
DEIS.
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action. These procedures may utilize the procedures developed by such Agency pursuant to
the National Environmental Policy Act.
(2) Following receipt of notification pursuant to paragraph (1)(A), the Secretary, after
consultation with the Governor of Georgia, shall make such comments and recommendations
as the Secretary deems appropriate pursuant to paragraph (1)(B) as promptly as practicable
RW JLLX[MJWLN `R]Q ]QN WX]RObRWP JPNWLbg\ Y[XLNM^[N\ N\]JKUR\QNM Y^[\^JW] ]X YJ[JP[JYQ
(1)(A). In any instance in which the Secretary does not provide comments and
recommendations under paragraph (1)(B), the Secretary shall notify in writing, the
appropriate committees of Congress.
$,% ;XUUX`RWP [NLNRY] XO ]QN WX]RObRWP JPNWLbg\ MNLR\RXW\ Y^[\^JW] ]X YJ[JP[JYQ $*%$7%&
the Secretary shall submit to the appropriate committees of Congress, including the
authorizing committees with primary jurisdiction for the program under which the proposed
JL]RXW R\ KNRWP ]JTNW& J LXYb XO ]QN WX]RObRWP JPNWLbg\ \YNLRORL MNLR\RXW\ VJMN Y^[\^JW] ]X
paragraph (1)(C), along with a copy of the comments and recommendations made pursuant
to paragraph (1)(B).
(4) In any instaWLN RW `QRLQ ]QN FNL[N]J[b QJ\ WX] KNNW WX]RORNM XO J ;NMN[JU JPNWLbg\
proposed action within the corridor, and on his or her own determination finds that such
action may have significant adverse effects on the natural or cultural resources of the
recreation area, the Secretary shall notify the head of such Federal agency in writing. Upon
such notification by the Secretary, such agency shall promptly comply with the provisions of
subparagraphs (A), (B), and (c) of paragraph (1) of this subsection.
(5) Each agency or instrumentality of the United States conducting Federal action upon
federally owned lands or waters which are administered by the Secretary and which are
located within the authorized boundary of the recreation area shall not commence such
action until such time as the Secretary has concurred in such action.
(6) The following Federal actions which constitute a major and necessary component of
an emergency action shall be exempt from the provisions from this subsection-(A) those necessary for safeguarding of life and property;
(B) those necessary to respond to a declared state of disaster;
(C) those necessary to respond to an imminent threat to national security; and
(D) those that the Secretary has determined to be not inconsistent with the general
management plan for the recreation area.
Actions which are part of a project recommended in the study entitled eMetropolitan Atlanta
Water Resources Management Study, Georgia: Report of Chief of Engineersf, dated June 1,
1982, and any Federal action which pertains to the control of air space, which is regulated
under the Clean Air Act, or which is required for maintenance or rehabilitation of existing
structures or facilities shall also be exempt from the provisions of this subsection.
(f) Title I of such Act is amended by adding the following at the end thereof:f

'

Water Quantity
' Historically, the operation of Buford Dam has resulted in extreme fluctuations in daily and/or
hourly flows that represent an extreme deviation from the natural hydrograph. The NPS
recommends that operational alternatives be evaluated that mitigate the extreme nature of
short-term (daily/hourly) flow fluctuations while at the same time ensuring ample minimum
flows to maintain water quality and waste assimilation, and improving conditions for aquatic
resources.
'

The DEIS states on page 3-5, lines 9-14, that during the colder months (November-April)
minimum flows at Peachtree Creek will be reduced to 650 cubic feet per second (cfs) and
during warmer months (May-October) the minimum flow will be 750 cfs. When Congress
established CRNRA in 1978, there was an assumption that water needed to support the
values for which the park was established would be available. Historically, the State of
Georgia established the minimum flow requirement of 750 cfs; however, the State has
proposed to eliminate this flow requirement and not establish a substitute.
In recent years, historically unprecedented and sometimes dramatic reductions in flow have
occurred within the central reach of the park, most notably in the area upstream of Morgan
Falls Dam. This suggests that the minimum flow standard of 750 cfs was not protective of
flows required to support recreational uses and ecological needs throughout CRNRA.
The NPS is concerned that the PAA reduces flow rates, which could cause significant
negative effects on water quality and aquatic species. Proposed flow rates of 650 or 750 cfs
lack rigorous scientific analysis to support their use and could lead to an impairment of the
values for which the park was established. Impacts from continued use of 750 cfs or from a
further reduction of river flow to 650 cfs need to be evaluated and appropriate modeling
results provided, which would demonstrate that Buford Dam could be operated in a manner
that maintains sufficient flows throughout the recreation area. The previously requested
interagency workgroup could help identify and validate an appropriate flow regime through

Please note that in section (5) above, the Secretary of the Interior is required to concur with any
Federal action upon federally owned lands or waters, which are administered by the Secretary,
before the action is commenced. As Bureaus within the Department of Interior, comments from
both the NPS and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as they relate to CRNRA must be addressed
in the development of the WCM.
Safety
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The CRNRA is a heavily used recreational resource that attracts over 3 million visitors a
year, approximately a third of whom engage in some form of water-based recreation,
including boating, fishing, canoeing, kayaking, rowing, tubing, and swimming. The USACE
Yf\ l`] IKNx fundamental concern are ensuring public safety. Current and proposed future
operations under the PAA create an unsafe environment for recreational users in CRNRA by
operating the dam in a manner that creates significant river flows (10000 cfs). While safety
improvements for visitors engaged in park water-based recreation have focused on raising
public awareness of the hazards associated with water releases from Buford Dam, visitor
deaths have occurred. Deaths attributed to the rapid rise of waters below Buford Dam have
been recorded as recently as 2009. During any given year, the park and local municipalities
receive numerous reports of individuals who become stranded due to rapidly rising waters.
Greater efforts should be made to mitigate public safety risks associated with operation of the
dam. The NPS recommends that the DEIS evaluate alternatives that consider other
opportunities to ensure or enhance public safety such as modifying dam operations to release
water at times of less use or that mimic a natural hydrograph that minimizes instances of
extremely high flows.
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CRNRA, and provide valuable information that could be incorporated into the DEIS and
subsequent Record of Decision.
'

'

The DEIS does not evaluate a range of alternatives that consider how the Buford Dam can be
operated in a way that that more closely mimics natural flow regimes through the park.
Seasonal changes should be considered and appropriate science needs to be provided to
support actions identified in the PAA. We recommend that consideration of a more natural
flow regime be included and believe there is opportunity to work together on an interagency
basis to establish a more sustainable flow regime that balances the missions of the agencies
involved.

Water Quality
' Water releases from Buford Dam play an important role in supporting water quality within
CRNRA for a number of parameters, including temperature, dissolved oxygen, bacterial
levels, and turbidity. Any reduction, even seasonally, of the minimum flow of 750 cfs at
Peachtree Creek should clearly and credibly evaluate the effects on water quality within
CRNRA. As noted in background material provided by the USACE, Buford Dam has
historically been managed to release base flows of up to 1500 cfs to meet water supply needs
and downstream water quality standards. If dam operations are modified to accommodate
lower base flows, water quality within CRNRA would likely deteriorate due to the reduction
in the positive influence of clean water released from Buford Dam. This information is not
provided in the DEIS.
'

'

Ecology
' Neither modeling results nor data related to impacts within the park are included in the DEIS
that allows the NPS to determine if the actions identified in the PAA will have a negative
impact on the resources and values of the CRNRA. The NPS requests that modeling results
of an appropriate scale be provided for the areas that reside within the CRNRA to support the
conclusions outlined in the DEIS.

Currently, over half of the 48-mile CRNRA is 303d-listed for not meeting fecal coliform
standards under the state designation as a recreational water body. A U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) study in 1995-96 showed that the density of fecal coliform bacteria, the recognized
indicator bacteria in Georgia, regularly exceeded the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
guidelines for recreational waters. Because of the large number of people who use the river
for water-based recreation and the historically high levels of indicator bacteria in the
Chattahoochee River, the USGS, in partnership with several federal, state, and local
agencies, began the BacteriALERT monitoring program in October 2000. The
BacteriALERT program has documented widespread variability in water quality within the
Chattahoochee River. Bacterial spikes occur during rain events and during peak power
generation discharges from the Buford Dam. In 2015, instances of high E. Coli estimates
occurred during 15 weeks at Paces Ferry Road and 7 weeks at Medlock Bridge Road (USGS
2016). These results highlight the importance of a thorough analysis of the impacts of
releases in protection of water quality in CRNRA, which are lacking in the DEIS.
C]gj_aYxk Afnajgfe]flYd Kjgl][lagf @anakagf `Yk mk]\ `aklgja[ ^dgo j]_ae]k lg eg\]d l`]
jan]jxk [YhY[alq lg YkkaeadYl] oYkl]oYl]j \ak[`Yj_]k- Lower baseline releases should be
evaluated for the potential negative effects of wastewater discharges on water quality within
CRNRA. Since past studies on the assimilative capacity of the river would be invalidated by
changes to the flow regime, the DEIS should clearly evaluate water quality impacts due to
wastewater discharges.
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The segment of the Chattahoochee River below Buford Dam is classified as a secondary trout
stream. The state water quality standard for Dissolved Oxygen (DO) is a minimum daily
average of 6.0 mg/l and an instantaneous minimum of 5.0 mg/l. The Georgia Department of
Natural Resources operates a trout hatchery a few miles downstream of the dam and
regularly monitors DO levels in the tailrace. They have found that in the fall during periods
of low/minimum flows, DO levels have been below 5.0 mg/l for extended periods of time
and have fallen and remained below 3.0 mg/l at times. These low levels of DO negatively
impact the health of fish and other aquatic organisms, which causes secondary impacts on
recreational users and local economies. According to the DEIS, implementation of the PAA
will adversely affect DO in the river. The NPS recommends that the effects of implementing
the PAA be considered for DO and appropriately mitigated.

'

The DEIS fails to adequately describe existing conditions at CRNRA. Baseline conditions
on current impacts on water quality, fish and aquatic species, recreation, or safety caused by
ongoing dam operations are included. Specific information or data is not provided regarding
existing water quality impairments, existing fisheries data, and recreational information
including any existing socioeconomic or current safety data. Therefore, the DEIS fails to
provide an adequate assessment of the impacts of the PAA and does not establish measurable
impacts to determine whether the impacts are significant or not. Additionally, the DEIS does
not include enough detail in the analysis of cumulative impacts to determine how the PAA
relates to ongoing or future actions affecting the park.

'

The DEIS states that adverse impacts to water quality, water quantity, and fish and aquatic
species can be anticipated mf\]j l`] K==- O`] @AEN \]^af]k vkda_`ldq Y\n]jk] aehY[lkw Yk
those that are perceptible and measureable. However, how these impacts will be perceived
and to what degree they can be measured is not provided. The document also indicates that
Z]dgo >m^gj\ @Ye+ l`] aehY[lk lg ^ak` Yf\ YimYla[ j]kgmj[]k oadd j]kmdl af vY\n]jk]
impacts,w Ydl`gm_` l`Yl duration is not well defined. The DEIS also fails to identify or
suggest any measures that could eliminate or mitigate these adverse impacts. The NPS
recommends that adverse impacts for this and other resource topics be described in a way
that allows an understanding of what the impacts will be, how the impacts will affect park
resources and values, and how the impacts relate to the current baseline conditions of the
park. Based on this detail, the USACE should identify and suggest mitigation measures that
would significantly reduce or eliminate adverse impacts.

'

Table 2.5-1, Page 2-197 and in Section 2.5.3.1.3, lines 37-39, page 2-200: Please note that
brown trout (Salmo trutta) found within the park are not stocked and the river supports a
naturally reproducing population. There is also an isolated population of shoal bass
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(Micropterus cataractae), a species endemic to the greater Chattahoochee basin, in the lower
reaches of Big Creek. We recommend correcting this information in the DEIS.
'

'

'

'

Recreation
' Chapter 2, page 2-74 and 75, Section 2.1.1.2.4.5 Recreation, lines 38, 39 and 40: This
section klYl]k vO`] ?MIM= oYk ]klYZdak`]\ af 0867+ YZgml 1/ q]Yjk Y^l]j >m^gj\ @Ye
construction was completed. The operation of Buford Dam to meet authorized project
purposes is generally compatible with recreational uses of the river and adjacent lands in the
?MIM=w- O`] IKN \g]k fgl Y_j]] oal` l`ak Ykk]kke]fl Yf\ j]im]klk that additional
information be provided to support this statement.

Section 6.4.3.3.3: This section suggests that the PAA will have a beneficial effect on shoal
bass recruitment. This seems to be a sweeping statement regarding a newly described
species of which reproduction and life history remains an ongoing endeavor of science.
Before such a broad statement can be made, additional location-specific analysis should be
conducted. For example, the isolated shoal bass population in Big Creek is currently being
studied. The degree to which this population uses the main stem of the Chattahoochee is
currently unknown.
The Chattahoochee River supports many fish species, including both rainbow and brown
trout. Past scientific studies examined the effects of varying flow regimes on fish species.
Some studies suggest that extreme flow rates are detrimental to fish (Porta, 2006) (Peterson
and Craven, 2007), while others identified optimal flows as being between 1000 - 1500 cfs
(Nestler, 1986), and others suggest that current conditions suggest that certain fish species
are at risk of extinction due to low flows (Sammons and Maceina, 2009). Flow rates
identified in the PAA are 650-750 cfs, which will have a negative impact on the fishery in the
recreation area. The area between Buford and Morgan Falls dams is a significant fishery
within CRNRA. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources estimates approximately
90,000 annual fishing hours occur on this area of the Chattahoochee River, which contributes
substantially to the local economy. Impacts of the PAA need to be better understood and
mitigated for in the DEIS.
Flow rates play an important role in supporting the river ecosystem within CRNRA for a
number of parameters, including temperature, dissolved oxygen, bacterial levels, and
turbidity. With the current target minimum flow of 750 cfs at Peachtree Creek being
abandoned and a proposed reduction to 650 cfs, there could be significant effects on water
quality from the number and capacity of wastewater treatment plants operating within the
boundaries of park. Four wastewater facilities currently exist. These plants have used
historic flow regimes to model the assimilation of wastewater discharge into the river. If a
baseline release level is lowered, there could be an immediate change in the impact of
wastewater on water quality in the river, and past studies on the assimilative capacity of the
river would be invalidated. These permits would likely need to be updated and mitigated for,
which would be a cost factor that should be addressed in the socio-economic impacts of the
PAA.

Table 2.4-2: The CRNRA acreage is listed at 714 acres. This statement is incorrect and
should be corrected. The park currently manages 6,548 acres within an authorized boundary
of 10,000 acres.

'

Chapter 2, page 2-235, Section 2.6.6, line32-33: The CRNRA receives over 3.2 million
visitors a year with over 1 million of those recreating on the Chattahoochee River itself.

'

Evidence suggests that recreation and navigational uses of the river benefit from moderate
and more consistent flows. A Recreation Flow Preference Report completed by CH2M Hill
(2000), found the preferred recreation flows for wade/float fishing, rowing, and power
boating is between 1000 u 1200 cfs. Nestler (1986) identified optimal canoeing conditions
for all user levels as occurring between 1250 cfs u 7000 cfs. Both of these studies provide
strong support for base level flows above 1000 cfs as being crucial to support the recreational
uses envisioned by Congress when the CRNRA was established. The NPS recommends that
any preferred alternative include a sustainable flow regime that meets these flow rates
through the park and accounts for seasonal variation. As stated earlier, the flow rate
identified in the PAA should mimic a more natural hydrograph through the park.

Geology
' The results of abrupt and dramatic changes in water levels as dictated by hydropower
generation have resulted in severe bank erosion and collapse; not only along the main stem of
the Chattahoochee River, but within tributary confluences as well. The DEIS fails to
evaluate the geomorphologic impact of frequent peak discharges, with particular emphasis on
the accelerated erosion of river and tributary banks. It is important to quantify the expected
loss of stream banks in order to accurately analyze the environmental, social, and economic
effects of accelerated erosion. This information should be included in the DEIS.
Culture and History
' The CRNRA contains cultural resources such as historic structures and archeological sites
that are impacted by water releases from Buford Dam. For example, the Ivy Mill ruins in
Mgko]dd \Yl]k ZY[c lg l`] 072/xk Yf\ Yj] gf l`] IYlagfYd M]gister of Historic Places. Ivy
Mill is prone to flooding during protracted high water releases from Buford dam. In
addition, a number of archaeological sites occur adjacent to the Chattahoochee River and its
tributaries. These archaeological sites are at high risk of damage and/or loss from
accelerated erosion caused by the fluctuating releases from Buford Dam. These cultural
resources could be better protected by reducing the causes of significant erosion. The NPS
recommends that the DEIS evaluate ways that water releases can be managed to reduce
peaking (i.e., ramping up to discharges of 10,000 cfs) in order to generate maximum revenue,

O`] IKN eYaflYafk Y vfg f]l dgkkw hgda[q ^gj o]ldYf\k- =dl`gm_` l`] @AEN \g]k \ak[mkk
wetlands associated with Bull Sluice Lake, it makes no mention of the effects to wetlands
within CRNRA. The NPS recommends including additional information and analysis of how
lowering minimum flows will affect functions and processes for wetlands within CRNRA
(i.e., Bull Sluice Lake, riparian wetlands, wetlands associated with tributary deltas, etc.). The
impacts should be described in sufficient detail that allows an understanding of what the
impacts will be, how the impacts will affect wetlands, how the impacts relate to current
baseline conditions of the park, and what mitigation measures are identified that eliminate or
reduce identified wetland impacts and to what degree these impacts are reduced.
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and suggests that USACE consider implementing a more sustainable, science based
approached to achieving a flow regime that meets the mission needs of the USACE, NPS,
and the Southeastern Power Administration (SEPA).

Citations
CH2M Hill. 2000. Recreation Flow Preference Report, Chattahoochee River National
Recreation Area. Prepared for the National Park Service, Atlanta, Georgia.

Economic
' Based on the 2014 SEPA Annual Report, total revenue from the Jim Woodruff System, of
which Buford Dam is 1 of 9 USACE projects, generated $11 million in Fiscal Year 2014. Of
this amount, $10.9 million was derived from the sale of 222,255 megawatt-hours of energy.
As a matter of comparison, CRNRA generated over $128 million in visitor spending during
2014 with a total economic impact of over $167 million. When comparing economic
benefits, protection of CRNRA and more specifically, its river resources, potentially has a far
greater economic impact and benefit to the region, and thereby deserves protection. As
stated earlier, the NPS recommends that peaking releases be gradually phased in order to
achieve peak power pricing. We believe this could be done without a loss of energy
production, but not without a reduced financial benefit from hydropower. A comparison of
the cost-benefit of Buford Dam power generation and the economic benefit of CRNRA
should be included and analyzed in the DEIS.

National Park Service. 2013. Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area Values of Special
Significance Workshop Report. U.S. Department of the Interior, Chattahoochee River National
Recreation Area, Georgia.
Nestler, J.M., et al. 1986. Effects of flow alterations on trout, angling, and recreation in the
Chattahoochee River between Buford Dam and Peachtree Creek. Technical Report E-86-10,
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
Peterson, J.T. and S. W. Craven. 2007. The development of a quantitative decision models for
evaluating the effects of river regulation and water use on native fishes in the Chattahoochee
River National Recreation Area. Report to the National Park Service, Atlanta, Georgia.

SUMMARY

Porta, M.J .. 2006. Effects of Environmental Variation on Conservation-Stocking Success of an
Endemic Black Bass Species in the Chattahoochee River, Georgia. Thesis. Frostburg State
University.

The Department remains committed to our continued coordination on these issues, and look
forward to working with you in the coming months. We respectfully advise the Corps that
investing additional time and effort into reaching the best possible decision is worth further
delaying a decision that has been in progress since before 1989.

Sammons, S.M. and Maceina M.J. 2009. Conservation status of shoal bass in Alabama:
distribution, abundance, stocking efficiency, and possible effects of sympatric congeneric black
bass in selected tributaries of the Chattahoochee River, Alabama. Alabama Division of Wildlife
and Freshwater Fisheries. Montgomery, AL.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. Please contact Dr. Donald Imm at the Fish
and Wildlife Service on (706) 613-9493 extension 230 or Bill Cox at Chattahoochee River
National Recreation Area Superintendent via email at Bill_Cox@nps.gov or on (678) 538-1211.
I can be reached on (404) 331-4524 or via email at joyce_stanley@ios.doi.gov.

Southeastern Power Administration. Annual Report 2014. Elberton GA.
USGS Georgia Water Science Center: Chattahoochee River BacteriAlert. U.S. Geological
Survey. Web. 26 Jan. 2016.

Sincerely,

Joyce Stanley, MPA
Regional Environmental Protection Specialist
cc:

Christine Willis u FWS
Gary LeGain - USGS
Anita Barnett u NPS
Robin Ferguson u OSRME
OEPC u WASH
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Albares, Mike
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:12 PM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL] Office of U.S. Representative Martha Roby (AL-2) - DEIS and WCM for ACF
Office of U.S. Representative Martha Roby (AL-2) - DEIS and WCM for ACF.pdf

Please see attached. Paper copy in the mail today as well.
Thanks,
Mike
Mike Albares
Legislative Director
U.S. Representative Martha Roby (AL-02)
442 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cassie Renfrow
Friday, January 29, 2016 5:05 PM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL] REVISED Comments PD-EI (ACF-DEIA)
Chattahoochee RiverWarden ACF-DEIS Comments - REVISED.pdf

Please accepted the revised comments from Chattahoochee RiverWarden, Inc. attached hereto. Please
disregard the previously filed comments from our organization.
Cassie Renfrow - Executive Director
Chattahoochee RiverWarden
P.O. Box 985
Columbus, GA 31902

(706) 649-2326 Office
Blockedwww.chattahoocheeriverwarden.org
Blockedwww.facebook.com/chattahoocheeriverwarden

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended addressee, then you have received this
email in error, and any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. Chattahoochee RiverWarden, Inc. and affiliates will not be held
liable to any person resulting from the unintended or unauthorized use of any information contained in this email or as a result of any additions to or deletions of information
originally contained in this email.
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STEVE MCNITT
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:45 PM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL] Comments regarding update of ACF Water Control Manual

#
#
#

To the Army Corps of Engineers,

#
#

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Corps of Engineers’ (“Corps”) revision of the
Water Control Manual (“WCM”) for the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River (“ACF”) system. As a full time
resident at Lake Lanier for the past 23 years, I would like to provide some input for consideration. In general, I
feel the corp does a good job of managing the level of Lake Lanier under the current mandates for
use. However, I agree there are certain aspects of the current use plan that are outdated and either need to
be enhance and / or revised.

#
#
#

Specifically, Navigation. While this may have been an appropriate designation 50 years ago, I see this as an
outdated and irrelevant need in the 21st century. The economic value of releasing significant amounts of
water and spending considerable effort to support a small navigation need does not seem like a good use of A
our resources. Use of these resources for recreation would seem a much more appropriate and applicable use
in today’s environment and provide a much bigger economic benefit to the entire AFC basin.
Also, I fully support the DEIS rejection of any proposal to raise the full pool level of Lake Lanier. Yes there are
times of drought (every 20 years) that we are all inconvenienced by lower lake levels. But raising the full pool
level will just cause more issues in shore erosion, trees dying/falling and added silt/debris in the lake. Further,
Lake Lanier has seen significant development in park facilities, residential and community dock, marina
facilities, etc. which are all designed around a full pool level of 1071. Raising the full pool level would impose
undue burden on a large number residents while lowering the quality of experience currently provided to all
using the recreation facilities at Lake Lanier.

B

Thanks again for the opportunity share my comments,
Best Regards,
Steve McNitt
Gainesville, GA
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From:
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To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Janice Watson
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:46 PM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual Update EIS Comments
RCSC WCM comments 012516.pdf

Please accept the attached comments from the Riparian County Stakeholder Coalition (RCSC) on the Master
Water Control Manual Update Environmental Impact Statement for the Apalachicola – Chattahoochee – Flint
River Basin. If you have any questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Janice Watson, Administrator
Riparian County Stakeholder Coalition
c/o The Apalachee Regional Planning Council
2507 Callaway Road, Suite 200
Tallahassee, FL 32303
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Response to ACF215 – Riparian County Stakeholder Coalition-Janice Watson

A. USACE believes that it appropriately interpreted its statutory authority for fish and wildlife conservation. USACE
reiterates that the Apalachicola Bay is not a part of the ACF system and that the authorized purposes of the ACF
system do not include a specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the
resources of the bay. USACE remains ready to review any agreement between the states or the Supreme Court
ruling regarding water allocation.

A

B. USACE used the appropriate baseline under NEPA. The data used in the HEC-ResSim model contains data for the
entire 73-year period of record.

B

C. The authorized purposes of the USACE ACF system do not include a specific directive to provide freshwater
inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay.
D. The NAA is the baseline against which all other alternatives are compared in the draft EIS. The NAA does not
include Glades Reservoir but does include the 2012 Revised Interim Operating Plan. As explained in section
4.1.2.9 of the EIS, for modeling purposes, a fixed water supply demand was identified to enable effective
comparison of alternatives. The highest levels of basinwide water supply withdrawals occurred in 2007, during
the 2006–2008 drought. Although basinwide withdrawals since 2007 have been lower overall, 2007 was
selected as representative of “current” demand because using the highest recent figure provides the most
conservative estimate of the storage available for all purposes, assuming the highest reasonably forecasted
water supply demand, including during times of drought. The project life, referred to as the “period of analysis”
in the WSSA (appendix B of the EIS), is 50 years. The WSSA states on page 30 that storage contracts for
reallocated storage for water supply would be expected to be signed in 2017. Accordingly, the 50-year period of
analysis would begin in 2017.
E. USACE is mandated to review its WCMs on a periodic basis to determine if they should be updated. Water
control plans are inherently adaptive in the management of water that can enter a system. The effects of
climate change also are considered in developing water control plans (see section 6.7 of the final EIS).
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Response to ACF215 – Riparian County Stakeholder Coalition-Janice Watson
F. The referenced guidance applies to federal investment in water resources planning efforts. This EIS is not a
water resources planning study. It supports an operational update to the WCMs in light of current conditions
and applicable laws.
G. Recreational opportunities (section 6.5.7 of the EIS), Peachtree Creek flows (section 6.1.1.1 of the EIS), shoal
bass population (section 6.4.4.3.3 of the EIS), and ecological and environmental quality of the Chattahoochee
stream sections (various subsections in section 6 of the EIS) were considered in the update of the WCMs.
H. Riverine flows are evaluated in various reaches between Buford Dam and West Point Dam and also in the middle
and lower Chattahoochee River. Figure 6.1-24 of the EIS displays flows of the NAA and the PAA below Buford
Dam. Flows exceeded 1,000 cfs approximately 75 percent of the time under the NAA as compared to 73 percent
of the time under the PAA. For higher flows that would support kayaking (6,000 cfs), there was negligible
difference between the NAA and the PAA over the period of record. Given the minimal-to-negligible difference
in flows between the NAA and the PAA, any economic impacts would likely be the same.
USACE proposed and evaluated water management measures and alternatives that balance across all authorized
project purposes, while considering Georgia’s water supply storage request as directed by the 11th Circuit Court
of Appeals. USACE does not have an authorized project purpose to operate and optimize flows for downstream
recreation
I. The location of the minimum flow requirement, which is just upstream of the confluence of the Chattahoochee
River and Peachtree Creek, does not allow for a conventional stage-discharge relationship, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey. Therefore, USACE is unable to develop the relationship between habitat change and
minimum flow
J. USACE addresses the effects of climate change in section 6.8 of the EIS.
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Viwtsrwi#xs#EGJ549#;#Etepeglii#Vikmsrep#Tperrmrk#Gsyrgmp0#Glvmw#Vmixs{#
#
#
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chris Rietow
Friday, January 29, 2016 1:20 PM
ACF-WCM
Randy Merritt
[EXTERNAL] ARPC ACF-WCM Resolution
ARPC Resolution 16-02.pdf

To Whom It May Concern:
Please find the attached Resolution that was approved on January 28, 2016 at the regular Board of Directors meeting of
the Apalachee Regional Planning Council. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Chris
Chris Rietow, Executive Director/ Apalachee LEPC Coordinator
Apalachee Regional Planning Council
2507 Callaway Road, Suite 200
Tallahassee, FL 32303
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YWEGI#vigimzih#xli#vitsvx#erh#mxw#vigsqqirhexmsrw#xss#pexi#xs#fi#jypp}#izepyexih#erh#gsrwmhivih#mr#xli#hvejx#
IMW1#Jyvxliv/#xli#W[QT/#ew#mrmxmepp}#wyfqmxxih#xs#YWEGI/#hmh#rsx#mrgpyhi#xli#rigiwwev}#wyttsvxmrk#xiglrmgep#
hsgyqirxexmsr#erh#yrhivp}mrk#ewwyqtxmsrw#xs#jypp}#izepyexi#xli#vigsqqirhih#qerekiqirx#qiewyviw1#Xli#
W[QT#vigsqqirhexmsrw#{ivi#gsrwmhivih#xs#xli#i|xirx#tswwmfpi#mr#xli#jmrep#IMW1#
F1 Xli#tper#wyfqmxxih#f}#xli#EGJ#Wxeoilsphivw#{ew#gsrwmhivih#erh#mw#hmwgywwih#mr#wigxmsr#71417#sj#xli#jmrep#IMW1#
G1 Xli#tper#wyfqmxxih#f}#xli#EGJ#Wxeoilsphivw#{ew#gsrwmhivih#erh#mw#hmwgywwih#mr#wigxmsr#71417#sj#xli#jmrep#IMW1#
H1 Xli#tper#wyfqmxxih#f}#xli#EGJ#Wxeoilsphivw#{ew#gsrwmhivih#erh#mw#hmwgywwih#mr#wigxmsr#71417#sj#xli#jmrep#IMW1#
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Viwtsrwi#xs#EGJ54;#5#Oexl}#Levx#
#
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

#

Kathy Hart
Friday, January 29, 2016 1:24 PM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL] Comment from recreational user and homeowner on Lake Lanier

#
#
#

Dear Army Corps of Engineers,

E1 YWEGI#stivexiw#Peoiw#Permiv#ew#tevx#sj#xli#EGJ#w}wxiq#{lmpi#fepergmrk#e#verki#sj#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#mr#
eggsvhergi#{mxl#syv#stivexmsr#qeryepw1#Mr#xmqiw#sj#hvsyklx/#peoi#pizipw#{syph#fi#ps{iv#xlvsyklsyx#xli#w}wxiq#
xler#xli}#{syph#fi#hyvmrk#e#wiewsr#{mxl#rsvqep#l}hvspskmg#gsrhmxmsrw1#
#
Yrhiv#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE/#YWEGI#{syph#qsvi#tvsegxmzip}#qereki#{exiv#viwsyvgiw#mr#
xli#viwivzsmvw#ew#hvmiv#gsrhmxmsrw#iqivki#mr#xli#fewmr1#Mr#xli#ievp}#wxekiw#sj#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw/#xli#{exiv#
qerekiqirx#gsrwxvemrxw#sr#xli#tvsnigxw#{syph#fi#wyfxpi#erh#xli#ijjigxw#mr#xli#w}wxiq#fevip}#rsxmgiefpi1#
Stivexmsrw#{syph#figsqi#tvskviwwmzip}#qsvi#gsrwxvemrih#ew#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#figsqi#qsvi#wizivi1#
Gsrwivzmrk#wxsveki#mr#xlmw#{e}#{syph#irefpi#xli#tvsnigxw#xs#gsrxmryi#qiixmrk#epp#eyxlsvm~ih#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#
erh#riihw#mr#xli#fewmr#yrxmp#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#mqtvszi#erh#{syph#tvsqsxi#jewxiv#vigsziv}#sj#xli#viwivzsmvw1#
Gsqtevih#xs#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#REE/#xli#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE#{syph#viwypx#mr#mqtvszih#
gsrhmxmsrw#mr#Peoi#Permiv#yrhiv#i|xviqi#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#wygl#ew#sggyvvih#mr#533;U533<1#
#
Ps{#{exiv#egxmsr#tperw#hizipstih#jsv#Peoi#Permiv/#[iwx#Tsmrx#Peoi/#erh#[epxiv#J1#Kisvki#Peoi#mhirxmj}#xli#x}tiw#
sj#tyfpmg#wejix}#rsxmjmgexmsrw#xlex#{mpp#fi#mwwyih#ex#zevmsyw#peoi#pizipw#wygl#ew#tviww#vipiewiw/#xipitlsri#wejix}#
qiwwekiw/#qevomrk#sj#rezmkexmsr#le~evhw/#erh#tswxmrk#wmkrw#{evrmrk#sj#w{mqqmrk#le~evhw1#
F1 Ew#wls{r#mr#Jmkyvi#91409#sj#xli#IMW/#xli#TEE#{syph#pmoip}#viwypx#mr#peoi#pizipw#ex#Peoi#Permiv#verkmrk#jvsq#efsyx#5#
xs#7#jx#ps{iv#xler#xlswi#jsv#xli#REE1#Xlex#gsrhmxmsr#{syph#fi#i|tigxih#xs#sggyv#piww#xler#5#tivgirx#sj#xli#he}w#
sziv#xli#irxmvi#qshipih#tivmsh#sj#vigsvh#+;6#}ievw,#hyvmrk#xli#{svwx#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#jsv#xlex#tivmsh1#Xli#
hmjjivirgiw#{syph#fi#exxvmfyxefpi#pevkip}#xs#mrgviewih#{exiv#wyttp}#{mxlhve{epw#jvsq#xli#peoi#ew#{ipp#ew#
mrgviewih#vipiewiw#jvsq#Fyjsvh#Heq#xs#qiix#jyxyvi#{exiv#wyttp}#hiqerhw#jsv#Qixvs#Experxe#ywivw#+m1i1/#Gsff/#
Jypxsr/#erh#HiOepf#gsyrxmiw#erh#xli#Gmx}#sj#Experxe,1#Mx#wlsyph#fi#rsxih#xlex#rezmkexmsr#mw#rsx#wyttsvxih#{lir#
hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#evi#mr#ijjigx1#
G1 YWEGI#vikypexmsrw#hs#rsx#epps{#ywi#sj#jsvigewxw#mr#viep0xmqi#tvsnigx#stivexmsrw1##Jsvigewxih#gsrhmxmsrw#qe}#fi#
ywih#jsv#tperrmrk#jyxyvi#stivexmsrw/#fyx#vipiewiw#{mpp#jspps{#xli#{exiv#gsrxvsp#stivexmsrw#tper#fewih#sr#
sfwivzih#gsrhmxmsrw#{mxlmr#xli#{exivwlih#xs#xli#i|xirx#tvegxmgefpi1#Xli#Hvsyklx#Gsrxmrkirg}#Tper#+HGT,#
wigxmsrw#6035#erh#6036#gsrxemrih#ew#er#i|lmfmx#mr#xli#[GQw#mr#ettirhm|#E#sj#xli#IMW#mrgpyhiw#hmwgywwmsr#sj#
hvsyklx#mhirxmjmgexmsr#erh#Rexmsrep#Mrxikvexih#Hvsyklx#Mrjsvqexmsr#W}wxiq#+RMHMW,1#Er#RMHMW#tmpsx#tvskveq#lew#
fiir#iwxefpmwlih#jsv#xli#EGJ#Vmziv#Fewmr#{mxl#xli#ksep#sj#hizipstmrk#e#vikmsrep#Hvsyklx#Ievp}#[evrmrk#
Mrjsvqexmsr#W}wxiq1#Xli#w}wxiq#{mpp#ywi#oi}#mrhmgexsvw#sj#hvsyklx#xs#qeoi#xmqip}#hvsyklx#jsvigewx1#YWEGI#mw#e#
gsrxvmfyxsv#erh#ywiv#sj#xli#RMHMW#tmpsx#tvsnigx#xsspw1#
H1 Yrhiv#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE/#YWEGI#{syph#qsvi#tvsegxmzip}#qereki#{exiv#viwsyvgiw#mr#
xli#viwivzsmvw#ew#hvmiv#gsrhmxmsrw#iqivki#mr#xli#fewmr1#Mr#xli#ievp}#wxekiw#sj#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw/#xli#{exiv#
qerekiqirx#gsrwxvemrxw#sr#xli#tvsnigxw#{syph#fi#wyfxpi#erh#xli#ijjigxw#mr#xli#w}wxiq#fevip}#rsxmgiefpi1#
Stivexmsrw#{syph#figsqi#tvskviwwmzip}#qsvi#gsrwxvemrih#ew#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#figsqi#qsvi#wizivi1#
Gsrwivzmrk#wxsveki#mr#xlex#{e}#{syph#irefpi#xli#tvsnigxw#xs#gsrxmryi#qiixmrk#epp#eyxlsvm~ih#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#
erh#riihw#mr#xli#fewmr#yrxmp#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#mqtvszi#erh#{syph#tvsqsxi#jewxiv#vigsziv}#sj#xli#viwivzsmvw1#
Gsqtevih#xs#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#mr#xli#REE/#xli#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE#{syph#viwypx#mr#mqtvszih#gsrhmxmsrw#
mr#Peoi#Permiv#yrhiv#i|xviqi#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#wygl#ew#sggyvvih#mr#533;U533<1#
I1 Wyfwiuyirx#xs#xlmw#gsqqirx/#xli#gsqqirx#tivmsh#{ew#i|xirhih#jvsq#93#he}w#xs#438#he}w#+irhmrk#sr#Neryev}#
48/#5349,1#

I am deeply concerned about the proposed changes to the navigation plan of Lake Lanier, as an
Atlanta citizen water user, recreational user of Lake Lanier for 20 years and a homeowner on the lake
for 8 years. We bought our home in Dec. 2007. We know what drought conditions look like up front
and close -- from their lowest levels and as they gradually work their way back to "normal."
It is time for a "new normal." We need to the lake pool to be declared full at 1073 and not 1071.
We see all the debris, huge items and materials that float on the lake or stick up from the lake bottom
when the water is low. I have ruined one boat prop already on an unseen tree trunk as a boat driver.
As a water skier, I have had to maneuver around logs, floats, sticks, and trash. And it worries me
when my kids ski. I have towed a huge black plastic dock float to shore from the middle of lake to A
avoid possible boat collisions.
It's a clear and true safety issue as well as an aesthetic junk yard when the lake is low.
I urge you and the Corps to adopt the following prudent, rational and much needed approaches to
good management of Lake Lanier.

B

1. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will have on Lanier's
water levels.
2. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir operations to
C
preserve lake levels during drought.
3. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that drought
D
conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in December 2007.
4. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.
Please take the public's input seriously into what you do to manage our state's most beautiful lake.
Today's and future generations are counting on what you do now.

E

Respectfully submitted,
Kathy Hart
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Viwtsrwi#xs#EGJ54<#4#Hezi#Qsrxvsmw#
#
#

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Friday, January 29, 2016 1:32 PM
ACF-WCM
lakeinfo@lakelanier.org
[EXTERNAL] Comments of proposed WCM

#

To Whom it Concerns:
I have been a lake resident for over 20 years and I must say that in our area (upper Chestatee) the
Corps has done a pretty good job in managing the lake, other than needing to place more ‘No Wake’
buoys in narrow coves. While overall fairly satisfied with Corps operations, I do now feel the need to
comment on the proposed WCM.

A

I would ask that the Corps consider revising the proposed navigation plan to avoid or reduce the large
and undesirable effect that the proposed plan will have on Lake Lanier's water levels. Specifically, I ask
that you include aggressive and proactive drought prediction data or models that will lead to advance
changes in reservoir operations to keep our lake levels up during drought, as well as managing water
release to maintain maximum storage capacity in anticipation of impending drought conditions.
Furthermore, I ask that you develop a plan to raise Lanier's full pool water level to 1073. Thanks for
listening and I look forward to your response.

B

C

Dave Montrois
Sent from Windows Mail
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E1 Gsqqirx#rsxih1#
F1 YWEGI#vikypexmsrw#hs#rsx#epps{#ywi#sj#jsvigewxw#mr#viep0xmqi#tvsnigx#stivexmsrw1##Jsvigewxih#gsrhmxmsrw#qe}#fi#
ywih#jsv#tperrmrk#jyxyvi#stivexmsrw/#fyx#vipiewiw#{mpp#jspps{#xli#{exiv#gsrxvsp#stivexmsrw#tper#fewih#sr#
sfwivzih#gsrhmxmsrw#{mxlmr#xli#{exivwlih#xs#xli#i|xirx#tvegxmgefpi1#Xli#Hvsyklx#Gsrxmrkirg}#Tper#+HGT,#
wigxmsrw#6035#erh#6036#gsrxemrih#ew#er#i|lmfmx#mr#xli#[GQw#mr#ettirhm|#E#sj#xli#IMW#mrgpyhiw#hmwgywwmsr#sj#
hvsyklx#mhirxmjmgexmsr#erh#Rexmsrep#Mrxikvexih#Hvsyklx#Mrjsvqexmsr#W}wxiq#+RMHMW,1#Er#RMHMW#tmpsx#tvskveq#lew#
fiir#iwxefpmwlih#jsv#xli#EGJ#Vmziv#Fewmr#{mxl#xli#ksep#sj#hizipstmrk#e#vikmsrep#Hvsyklx#Ievp}#[evrmrk#
Mrjsvqexmsr#W}wxiq1#Xli#w}wxiq#{mpp#ywi#oi}#mrhmgexsvw#sj#hvsyklx#xs#qeoi#xmqip}#hvsyklx#jsvigewx1#YWEGI#mw#e#
gsrxvmfyxsv#erh#ywiv#sj#xli#RMHMW#tmpsx#tvsnigx#xsspw1#
#
Yrhiv#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE/#YWEGI#{syph#qsvi#tvsegxmzip}#qereki#{exiv#viwsyvgiw#mr#
xli#viwivzsmvw#ew#hvmiv#gsrhmxmsrw#iqivki#mr#xli#fewmr1#Mr#xli#ievp}#wxekiw#sj#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw/#xli#{exiv#
qerekiqirx#gsrwxvemrxw#sr#xli#tvsnigxw#{syph#fi#wyfxpi#erh#xli#ijjigxw#mr#xli#w}wxiq#fevip}#rsxmgiefpi1#
Stivexmsrw#{syph#figsqi#tvskviwwmzip}#qsvi#gsrwxvemrih#ew#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#figsqi#qsvi#wizivi1#
Gsrwivzmrk#wxsveki#mr#xlex#{e}#{syph#irefpi#xli#tvsnigxw#xs#gsrxmryi#qiixmrk#epp#eyxlsvm~ih#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#
erh#riihw#mr#xli#fewmr#yrxmp#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#mqtvszi#erh#{syph#tvsqsxi#jewxiv#vigsziv}#sj#xli#viwivzsmvw1#
Gsqtevih#xs#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#REE/#xli#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE#{syph#viwypx#mr#mqtvszih#
gsrhmxmsrw#mr#Peoi#Permiv#yrhiv#i|xviqi#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#wygl#ew#sggyvvih#mr#533;R533<1#
#
Rezmkexmsr#mw#sri#sj#wizivep#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#jsv#{lmgl#Gsrkviww#eyxlsvm~ih#xli#EGJ#Fewmr#tvsnigx/#erh#YWEGI#
gsrwmhivw#xlex#tyvtswi#epsrk#{mxl#epp#sxliv#eyxlsvm~ih#tyvtswiw#{lir#qeomrk#stivexmsrep#higmwmsrw1#
#
Yrhiv#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE/#YWEGI#{syph#qsvi#tvsegxmzip}#qereki#{exiv#viwsyvgiw#mr#
xli#viwivzsmvw#ew#hvmiv#gsrhmxmsrw#iqivki#mr#xli#fewmr1#Mr#xli#ievp}#wxekiw#sj#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw/#xli#{exiv#
qerekiqirx#gsrwxvemrxw#sr#xli#tvsnigxw#{syph#fi#wyfxpi#erh#xli#ijjigxw#mr#xli#w}wxiq#fevip}#rsxmgiefpi1#
Stivexmsrw#{syph#figsqi#tvskviwwmzip}#qsvi#gsrwxvemrih#ew#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#figsqi#qsvi#wizivi1#
Gsrwivzmrk#wxsveki#mr#xlex#{e}#{syph#irefpi#xli#tvsnigxw#xs#gsrxmryi#qiixmrk#epp#eyxlsvm~ih#tvsnigx#tyvtswiw#
erh#riihw#mr#xli#fewmr#yrxmp#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#mqtvszi#erh#{syph#tvsqsxi#jewxiv#vigsziv}#sj#xli#viwivzsmvw1#
Gsqtevih#xs#xli#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#REE/#xli#tvszmwmsrw#mr#xli#TEE#{syph#viwypx#mr#mqtvszih#
gsrhmxmsrw#mr#Peoi#Permiv#yrhiv#i|xviqi#hvsyklx#gsrhmxmsrw#wygl#ew#sggyvvih#mr#533;R533<1#Mx#wlsyph#fi#rsxih#
xlex#rezmkexmsr#mw#rsx#wyttsvxih#{lir#hvsyklx#stivexmsrw#evi#mr#ijjigx1#
G1 Ew#wxexih#mr#wigxmsr#71414/#xli#Qewxiv#[GQ#ythexi#lew#fiir#gsrhygxih#xs#hixivqmri#ls{#xli#jihivep#tvsnigxw#
mr#xli#EGJ#Fewmr#wlsyph#fi#stivexih#jsv#xlimv#eyxlsvm~ih#tyvtswiw/#mr#pmklx#sj#gyvvirx#gsrhmxmsrw#erh#ettpmgefpi#
pe{w1#Vemwmrk#xli#xst#sj#xli#gsrwivzexmsr#tssp#ex#Peoi#Permiv#{syph#viuymvi#vieppsgexmrk#wxsveki#jvsq#xli#jpssh#
gsrxvsp#tssp#erh#{syph#ehzivwip}#ejjigx#xli#pizip#sj#jpssh#vmwo#qerekiqirx#tvszmhih#f}#xli#tvsnigx1#Sri#sj#xli#
wgviirmrk#gvmxivme#hiwgvmfih#mr#IMW#wigxmsr#41717#{ew#xs#qemrxemr#ex#piewx#xli#gyvvirx#pizip#sj#jpssh#vmwo#
qerekiqirx1#Eggsvhmrkp}/#vemwmrk#xli#gsrwivzexmsr#tssp#ex#Peoi#Permiv#f}#5#jx#{syph#rsx#qiix#xlmw#gvmxivmsr#erh#
{ew#rsx#gevvmih#jsv{evh1#
#
#

ACF219

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Andy Morris
Tuesday, February 02, 2016 10:15 AM
ACF-WCM
[EXTERNAL]
resolution 001.jpg; resolution 002.jpg; resolution 003.jpg; resolution 004.jpg

The resolution for Smiths Water & Sewer Authority is attached. The hard copy was returned in the mail today.
Andy Morris, Utilities Director
Smiths Water & Sewer Authority
P.O. Box 727
Smiths Station, AL 36877
Toll Free 800.298.6342
Fax 334.298.6412

This email and any attached files are confidential and intended solely for the intended recipient(s). If you are not the named recipient you should not
read, distribute copy or alter this email. Any views or opinions expressed in this email are those of the author and do not represent those of the
company. Warning: Although precautions have been taken to make sure no viruses are present in this email, the company cannot accept responsibility
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